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INTRODUCTION 
The science of ecology is the study of interrelations of living 
organisms with each other and with their environment. Microbial 
ecology has been primarily concerned with the bacterial, fungal, 
algal, and protozoa! components of natural ecosystems. Bacterial 
viruses are known to be a component of many microbial ecosystems; 
however, as yet, their ecological importance has not been established. 
Ecology 
In general an ecological analysis of any microbial system must 
answer the following questions: what kinds and numbers of organisms 
are present; what these organisms are doing; and to what extent the 
activity of each kind of organism contributes to the activity of the 
whole system (21)7 The scope of an ecological analysis is usually 
limited to the functional unit of ecology, the ecosystem, which 
includes both the living and nonliving parts that interact to produce 
a stable system (9, p. 146). An ecosystem has been called an 11open 
system in steady state" because there is a balance of activity over 
a long period of time although it is continually changing (9, p. 146). 
As a consequence of the small size of microorganisms, and also 
the frequent lack of distinguishing morphological features, quanti­
tative analyses of microbial ecosystems involve several unique 
problems. These are: observation of the microorganisms; identifica­
tion of the specific components of the system; and distinguishing 
living organisms from nonliving organisms. 
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A microorganism can be detected either by amplifying its image 
with a microscope or by allowing the organism to multiply on a solid 
surface so that a discrete colony is formed which is visible to the 
naked eye (9, p. 24). Direct microscopic observation enables total 
numbers of distinct morphological types to be determined. However, 
enumeration on the basis of morphology is limited; e.g. many 
different kinds of bacteria have a similar morphology, and the 
viability of organisms is difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain 
(9, p. 106). An assay requiring multiplication of organisms before 
they can be detected ~eveals the viable organisms in a population 
and allows some organisms to be distinguished on the basis of their 
distinct colony morphology. The efficiency of a viable assay is 
determined by the degree to which the medium supports multiplication 
of all viable organisms without favoring any specific kind. 
Bacteri ophages 
Characteristics of Bacteriophages 
Bacteriophages were discovered at the beginning of the 20th 
century. In 1915 Twort (54) isolated an infectious agent associated 
with lysis of colonies of staphylococci. Two years later d'Herelle 
(19) independently isolated a similar agent and characterized it as 
an ultramicroscopic parasite of bacteria. He called it a bacterio­
phage (phage), which literally means "eater of bacteria." The 
current view is that bacteriophages are "autonomous microbes 
analogous to plant and animal viruses, but obligately parasitic on 
bacteria" (2, p. 5). Since their discovery much work has been 
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directed to the isolation and identification of bacteriophage types, 
the mechanism of bacteriophage action, and the parameters of the 
phage-bacterium interaction. 
Bacteriophages are structurally similar to other viruses in 
that they have a nucleic acid core surrounded by a protein coat. 
Bradley (6) has divided the bacteriophages into six basic 
morphological types which are shown in Figure 1. The most complex 
type~ consists of an icosahedral head (giving a hexagonal outline) 
which in some cases is elongated, and a tail surrounded by a 
contractile sheath. The tail is usually rigid and frequently has 
appendages. A second group!!_ also has an icosahedral head, and a 
tail. The tail is longer than the head diameter, has no contractile 
sheath, is relatively flexible, and in some cases has terminal 
appendages. A third type f_ is similar to type!!_ except that the 
tail is shorter than the maximal head dimension and it is probably 
inflexible. Two other groups Q_ and~ have a regular icosahedral 
shape and are devoid of a tail. Type Q_ is distinguished from type E 
by the presence of knob-1 ike structures (capsomeres) at the vertices 
of the icosahedron. The next type£. has a unique morphology compared 
to the others; the virion is in the form of a long flexible filament, 
with no additional structures of any kind. Deoxyribonucleic acid is 
found in the members of each group, except group~. which contains 
ribonucleic acid (6). Bradley observed that members of groups A and 
!!_ are more numerous, over a wide range of host organisms, than any 
of the other forms. Many plant and animal viruses are known to have 
a hexagonal outline and dimensions similar to those of bacteriophages; 
4 
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FIGURE 1. BASIC MORPHOLOGICAL TYPES OF BACTERIOPHAGES 
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however, as yet none have been observed with morphologies identical 
to those of groups~ through Q_ (6). Therefore, the majority of 
bacterial viruses can be distinguished from plant and animal viruses 
on the basis of morphology. 
Bacteriophages are divided into two groups, virulent and 
temperate, based on their mode of propagation (28, p. 185). Both 
groups require sensitive host-bacteria that are metabolizing and 
growing. In both cases the first stage of infection is adsorption 
of phage to the host cell. This is accomplished by means of the tail 
or, if tailless, the phage adsorbs to such structures as pilli or 
flagella, depending on the particular phage type. Once adsorbed, the 
phage transmits nucleic acid into the cytoplasm of the cell. In 
members of the virulent group the phage nucleic acid takes control of 
the cell's metabolic machinery and phage components are synthesized. 
These are assembled into mature phage particles which are relea?ed 
into the environment as a result of death and lysis of the cell. 
Infection of a eel 1 by a single phage results in the production and 
release of many new phage particles, often several hundreds per eel 1. 
In members of the temperate group the injected phage nucleic acid can 
do one of two things. It can initiate production of phage particles, 
resulting in death and lysis of the eel 1, as in the case of virulent 
phages, or it can become linked with the bacterial chromosome, and be 
passed on to the progeny of the bacterium without production of phage 
particles. This latter condition is called a state of lysogeny and 
the cells carrying phage nucleic acid (prophage) are said to be 
lysogenic. Wh i le in the state of lysogeny, the phage genome (prophage) 
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may alter the expression of its host's chromosome (28, p. 278). A 
lysogenized culture can be induced to produce mature phages by means 
of ultraviolet irradiation of the cultures or by addition of certain 
chemicals (2, p. 9). When this is done the phage genome again 
expresses itself by initiating the production of phage particles. 
During this process a portion of the bacterial chromosome may be 
incorporated in phage particles and transferred to another bpcterium 
( 28, p. 281 ) . 
General Aspects of Bacteriophage Ecology 
As a result of their interactions with host cells, bacterio­
phages are capable of influencing bacterial populations in several 
ways (4). First, virulent phages may cause a shift -in the dominant 
bacterial components of an ecosystem by reducing the populations of 
their host organisms, thereby giving competitors and phage-resistant 
mutants an advantage for survival and multiplication. Second, the 
transfer of genetic material from one cell to another can ~e effected 
by both virulent and temperate phages. Temperate phages kill a 
fraction of their host population, but lysogenize the remainder. 
Besides preventing further infection of the culture by the phage 
concerned, lysogenization can cause significant changes in the 
genetic constitution of a population. Thus, any ecological analysis 
of a microbial ecosystem is incomplete if the bacteriophage component 
is ignored. 
Bacteriophages have been isolated from sewage (4, p. 201), 
natural waters (53), soils (13), and the rumen (1). Moreover, phages 
have been found that are active against all groups of bacteria except 
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the Myxobacteria, iron, sulfur, and nitrifying bacteria (28, p. 10). 
However, very little is presently known about the ecological 
significance of bacteriophages. Anderson (4, p . 209) claims that a 
virulent phage exerts a selective effect on its host only when the 
6
concentrations of phage and host each exceed 10 particles per ml. 
Such phage concentrations have not been generally reported for 
natural ecosys t ems and Anderson concluded that very few ecosystems 
exist where phages play an important role. However, Anderson's 
experiment was made with a closed batch-type culture, and his 
conclusions may not be val id for a continually growing open system, 
a fact which he himself appreciated. Paynter and Bungay (35) have 
proposed that bacteriophages may be a control mechanism operating in 
natural ecosys t ems. They postulated that even though phages are at 
low concentrat i ons, they can be important in maintaining stability 
of the mixed culture. Consider a host-eel 1 population and a virulent 
phage population, both at low concentrations in a complex mixed 
culture. If the host cell population increases to large numbers, as 
a result of some restraint being lifted, then the amount of phage 
host-cell interaction will be increased and the number of host 
organisms will eventually be significantly reduced. Thus, virulent 
phages may help to confer stability to a mixed culture. 
Investigations of bacteriophage ecology have been limited for 
two main reasons. First, most of what is known about the properties 
of bacteriophages was learned from laboratory experiments, and these 
findings may not represent what is actually taking place in nature. 
Second, the plaque assay (40, p. 334) used for counting bacteriophages 
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gives informat ion which is of little ecological value. Clearly, 
before we can make ecological studies of bacteriophages in their 
natural habitats, we must be able to accurately count their numbers. 
Methods for Counting Bacteriophages 
The plaque assay is, at present, the only widely used assay 
for counting bacteriophages. Adams (2, p. 450) describes the 
procedure as i t is currently used. A known volume of a suitably 
diluted suspension of virus particles is mixed with excess cells of 
a host-bacterium suspended in a molten, soft-agar medium. This 
mixture is poured over the surface of an appropriate growth-medium 
that has been solidified with agar (1 .5%, final concentration). 
After a sufficient period of incubation each virus particle produces 
a clear area, called a plaque, in the otherwise confluent bacterial 
growth. Environmental factors affecting plaque formation, such as 
pH, ionic strength, temperature (2, p. 159) and the presence of 
organic co-factors and nutrients (5), must be optimized for each 
phage-host system before the plaque assay can be considered quanti­
tative. The concentration of plaque forming units in the original 
sample can then be calculated from the number of plaques per plate. 
Ellis and Delbruck (16) demonstrated that the plaque count was 
directly proportional to the size of the virus inoculum, and from 
this they concluded that each plaque represented one phage particle. 
Their conclusion was confirmed by Luria et al. (29) and by 
Kellenberger and Aber (23), who compared plaque counts per unit 
volume of a purified bacteriophage preparation with counts made by 
direct counting of phage particles with the electron microscope. 
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They found that the ratio of the two counts approached unity. Thus, 
the plaque assay can be used to determine the concentration of phages 
in a sample. However, this method assays only the viruses that are 
active against the bacterial species that is used as an indicator 
organism and it gives little information regarding the total number 
of phage particles present in a system containing many different 
kinds of bacteriophages. Even if all the sensitive hosts in a system 
were used as indicator organisms, the plaque assay could not be 
relied upon to reveal the total concentration of phages in that 
system. 
Consider an ecosystem from which four different species of 
bacteria have been isolated, and they are the only hosts for phages 
in that same system. Each isolate is used as an indicator organism 
for a plaque assay. One might expect that the sum total of each 
separate assay would yield the total phage population of the system, 
but this is not necessarily true. Phages are known to have 
host-range specificities that vary from a single strain of a bacterial 
species to ranges that cut across taxonomic boundaries (2, p. 122). 
Therefore, any two or al 1 of the above indicator organisms may be 
assaying the same phage population, and consequently, summing the 
plaque counts would give an overestimation of the total phage 
concentration for the system. Another factor t hat affects the 
reliability of the plaque assay is a possible change in host-range 
specificity, resulting from mutation of the phages (2, p. 122; 17, 
p. 202). Consider the case where the phage concentration in a 
system, being followed by the plaque assay, su ddenly decreases. 
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This may be because the phage concentration has in fact decreased, 
but it may also be a result of phage mutation that has placed the 
phage outside the host-range of the indicator organism. Therefore, 
the plaque assay used alone is a poor assay for an ecological analysis 
of bacteriophages. 
Several direct methods for estimating total virus concentrations 
have been used in studies of both animal and plant viruses. All the 
methods employ an electron microscope for direct observation and 
identification of virus particles. Consequently, the preparations 
must be dry, and thin enough to allow penetrat ion by an electron 
beam. In all cases counts are made from electron micrographs of the 
virus preparations, and recognition of virus particles is a require­
ment for accurate counts. All the counting methods can be divided 
into two groups, based upon the procedure used to determine the 
volume from which the counted viruses were removed. This determina­
tion is made either directly from the area observed in the electron 
microscope, or indirectly by means of indicator particles. 
Indicator particles are used in the spray-droplet (57) and agar 
filtration techniques (23). Both techniques require that a known 
number of indicator particles be thoroughly mixed with a known volume 
of a suspension of viruses. A portion of this mixture is deposited 
on a membrane surface and allowed to dry. Viruses and indicator 
particles are then counted in a defined area of an electron 
microscope preparation. In principle, the ratio of the number of 
viruses to the number of particles is constant, provided that both 
viruses and particles were distributed evenly . Therefore, the 
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particle count may be used to calculate the concentration of viruses 
in the original suspension. However, Sharp (45) has found evidence 
that all types of indicator particles are not distributed evenly in 
the spray-droplet analysis. The accuracy of such assays also depends 
upon knowing the exact concentration of indicator particles in 
suspension. This can be done only if the diameter of the indicator 
particles is known. This is found from electron micrographs of the 
indicator particles. The accuracy of this measurement is dependent 
on the calibration of the electron microscope. Error involved in 
the calibration of the electron microscope, usually about± 5%, is 
then cubed in the calculation of the indicator particle concentration 
(volume of a sphere is equal to the radius cubed times 4.18). 
Kellenberger and Arber (23) estimated that virus particle counts made 
by the spray-droplet technique may differ from the true value by as 
much as 30%. Both the spray-droplet and the agar filtration 
10techniques can detect concentrations of 109 to 10 particles per 
milliliter, for both virus and indicator partic l es. 
The other general procedure for counting viruses requires that 
all the viruses, evenly distributed in a known volume of liquid, be 
sedimented onto a receiving surface. Sharp (48 ) developed a special 
centrifuge rotor which permits sedimentation of viruses onto agar 
blocks or a collodion coated glass cover slip. When particles are 
sedimented onto agar they are quantitatively removed by means of a 
collodion film applied after centrifugation . Collodion films are 
then mounted on specimen grids and examined wit h the electron 
microscope. Randomly selected areas are photographed, with the 
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electron microscope set at the lowest magnification that permits 
recognition of the viruses. The number of viruses per electron 
micrograph is counted, and from this number the concentration of 
particles (N) in the original sample is calculated, using the formula 
where N = number of particles counted, A= area of electron 
C 
micrograph, h = height of the liquid layer from which particles were 
sedimented onto area A, and M= magnification of electron micrograph. 
There are two possible sources of major error in this 
procedure. First, all particles may not adhere to the receiving 
surface, and second, transfer of particles to a collodion membrane 
may not be complete. This loss of particles would be unlikely with 
the spray-droplet technique since virus particles are sprayed 
directly onto an electron microscope grid. However, Sharp (43, 44) 
demonstrated that when a sample of vaccinia viruses was assayed by 
both the agar sedimentation technique of Sharp and the spray-droplet 
technique of Williams and Baccus, the calculated concentration of 
viruses was the same. Therefore, loss of viruses from the agar block 
can be considered insignificant when compared to the losses in other 
techniques. As with techniques using indicator particles, the 
calibration of the electron microscope is also a factor in calculating 
the final concentration of viruses in suspension using the 
sedimentation assay of Sharp. However, instead of any error being 
cubed it is squared (see equation above). The sedimentation method 
13 
also has the advantage over indicator-particle methods in that it is 
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sensitive to concentrations of virus particles as low as 10 per 
mi 11 i 1 i ter. 
Activated Sludge System 
The system chosen for this investigation was the activated 
sludge sewage treatment process. The activated sludge process is 
used widely for the clarification of waste waters. The basic 
operational units of an activated sludge reactor are an aeration tank 
followed by a sedimentation tank. Sewage flows continuously into the 
aeration tank where it is utilized by aerobically growing micro­
organisms, which form zoogleal masses called floe (30, p. 213). The 
mixture flows continuously from the aeration tank into the 
sedimentation tank, where the floe settles out. A portion of the 
settled solids, called "activated sludge", is recycled to the head of 
the aeration tank to provide an inoculum while the remainder is 
wasted. This recycling of a portion of the sludge differentiates 
the activated sludge process from other processes used for treatment 
of waste waters. The mixture of activated sludge and sewage in the 
aeration tank is known as "mixed 1iquor 11 The effluent of the• 
sedimentation tank, with organic content greatly reduced, is 
discharged into a convenient natural water flow. 
Types of organisms most comrronly found in mixed liquor and 
activated sludge include bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and smaller 
metazoa such as rotifers and nematodes (18, p. 58). Hacrofauna found 
in natural aquatic ecosystems can not become established because of 
constant agitation of the mixed liquor and the recycling of the 
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activated sludge (18, p. 58). The bacterial component in mixed 
1iquor is primarily saprophytic, and it is responsible for the major 
breakdown and removal of organic matter present in the aeration tank 
(30, p. 214). Protozoa are predators upon the saprophytes, but they 
may also engulf some of the particulate waste matter (39). Metazoans, 
such as rotifers, prey on the protozoa, but their role in the system 
is not fully understood and neither is the role of the fungal 
component (39). All of these types of organisms may be found in floe, 
but bacteria are always the major component (18, p. 58). 
The activated sludge reactor represents a steady-state microbial 
ecosystem similar to that found in nature (9, p . 149). When the 
initial aeration period of a dormant reactor is started, the bacterial 
growth fol lows a logarithmic curve. However, once the microflora 
becomes established, the concentration of organisms and their rate of 
growth become relatively constant (30, p. 218). The rate of metabolic 
activity is then dependent upon both the amount, and the nature, of 
organic material in the inflowing sewage, and also upon the sewage 
flow rate, which is controlled by the plant operator. The activated 
sludge process is similar to naturally occurring ecosystems such as 
a polluted stream, the intestinal tracts of animals, and the rumen of 
ruminant animals, in so far as they are al I basically open, continuous, 
microbial systems in steady state. 
Bacterial Component of the Activated Sludge System 
Clarification of wastewaters by the activated sludge process is 
primarily a function of bacteria; consequently, a number of attempts 
have been made to isolate and identify the bacterial species that play 
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a significant role in the process. A summary of the findings of five 
studies (3, 14, 27, 32, 41) enumerating predominant bacterial genera 
in activated sludge is shown in Table 1. In 1ight of basic ecological 
principles, however, it is questionable whether these genera are major 
components of the bacterial population of an activated sludge plant. 
First, in most cases the samples examined were not taken from an 
operational activated sludge plant. Rogovskaya and Lazareva (41) 
examined sludges developed from seven different types of wastes. 
Although they did not state the source of their samples, it can be 
inferred from their experimental data that the sludges were developed 
in the laboratory (39). Dias and Bhat (14) also examined seven 
different sludge samples; five came from laboratory-simulated 
activated sludge plants and two from full scale plants. Ki uch i et a 1 . 
--, 
(27) obtained all of their samples from a sludge cultured in the 
laboratory on synthetic sewage. McKinney and Weichlein (32) sampl~d 
two plants treating domestic sewage, one plant treating industrial 
waste, and one laboratory culture. Allen (3) examined two types of 
activated sludge, one produced in the laboratory and the other in a 
full scale plant. None of the investigators established that the 
laboratory cultures they examined simulated the full scale activated 
sludge plant, and it is doubtful that they did. 
Second, none of the investigators gave close attention to 
dispersion of clumped bacteria in samples before attempting isolations. 
McKinney and Weichlein stated that sludge was dispersed by shaking the 
diluted sludge with glass beads in a bottle. Kiuchi dispersed sludge 
by blending for 30 minutes at 3,000 to 4,000 rpm, and Allen used a 
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Table 1. Bae ter i a 1 Genera found to Predominate in Activated 
Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Allen Dias Kiuchi McKinney Rogovskaya 
(3) and et al. and and 
Bhat (27) Weichlein Lazareva 
{14} (32) (41) 
Ach r2mobac te r X X 
Alea 1i genes X 
Brevibacterium X 
Comamonas X 
Flavobacterium X X 
Pseudomonas X X X X 
Zoogloea X 
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domestic cream-making machine. Dias and Bhat shook samples vigorously 
on a reciprocal shaker, whereas Rogovskaya and Lazareva stated that 
they thoroughly agitated the samples (means unknown) to produce a 
suspension. None of the investigators determined to what extent they 
had dispersed clumped bacteria although Allen did follow changes in 
viable counts. 
Third, except for Dias and Bhat, none of the investigators used 
culture media that simulated the environment in a ful 1 scale activated 
sludge reactor. McKinney and Weichlein used nutrient agar, and 
Rogovskaya and Lazareva used a meat-extract agar. Dias and Bhat made 
primary isolations of bacteria on sewage agar, but then identified 
only those organisms that would survive when transferred to 
proteose-peptone-yeast extract broth. Kiuchi et al. isolated cultures 
on a medium prepared from a basal synthetic sewage, and sludge from 
his laboratory reactor. Allen made isolations from a full scale 
reactor employing plates of nutrient agar and sodium caseinate agar. 
In each case where samples were obtained from a ful 1 scale reactor, 
isolations were not made on habitat-simulating media. Therefore, the 
organisms isolated may not be truly representative of the dominant 
species present in the activated sludge system . 
A fourth serious criticism is that all investigators failed to 
mention the dilution from which isolations were made. Therefore, it 
is not known what proportion of the viable bacterial population these 
isolates represented. And fifth, none of the i nvestigators made total 
cell counts to determine what fraction of the t otal bacterial popula­
tion they were cultivating. The findings of these five groups of 
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investigators may contain a p·ortion of the truth, but in light of the 
techniques they employed, it can not be said that the organisms they 
isolated represent major components of the bacterial population of an 
activated sludge reactor. 
Other groups of investigators (10, 12, 31, 55) have approached 
the problem of determining which bacterial species are important in 
the activated sludge process by isolating and studying those organisms 
which are capable of flocculation. This approach is understandable 
because the efficiency of clarification effected by the activated 
sludge process is dependent on the ability of organisms to flocculate 
and remove organic matter. However, in no instance were quantitative 
measurements made to determine whether the isolates were important 
components of the bacterial population of the activated sludge reactor. 
Ecology of Bacteriophages in the Activated Sludge System 
Very 1ittle is known about bacteriophage ecology in the activated 
sludge process. Most studies involving bacteriophages have been 
primarily concerned with their relation to the hygenic function of the 
activated sludge treatment process, and not with their overall ecology. 
Two main approaches have been follo.ved: first, the efficiency of the 
clarification process to remove both bacterial and animal viruses has 
been investigated (24, 25); and second, phages in the reactor have 
been considered potential agents for removal of pathogenic bacteria 
entering with sewage (53). 
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It was reported in a review by Sturdza (53) that as far back as 
* 1923 Beard noted that the concentration of coliphage was reduced 
during the operation of a laboratory activated sludge culture. 
Sievers* in 1935, and Sangiorgi * in 1936, noticed that fewer phage 
types were isolated from the effluent of an ac t ivated sludge plant 
than were isolated from the sewage entering the plant. Dias and Bhat 
(15) examined nine different organisms for sens itivity to phages in 
sewage (five were from culture collections and four were from sources 
not specified), and of these only Escherichia coli NCTC 419 was found 
to be a host. They determined the concentrations of phages active 
against this strain of E.coli in both a labora tory and a field 
reactor. They found that the concentration of phages was lower in the 
·k 
reactor effluent than in the inflowing sewage. Stewart and Ghosal 
observed almost complete disappearance of phages from a simulated 
activated sludge culture after 24 hours of aeration. Pleceas added 
a quantity of colibacillus and coliphage to a l aboratory-simulated 
activated sludge reactor, and with time he observed a simultaneous 
reduction in the numbers of both phage and col i bacillus that could be 
isolated from the sludge. He concluded that removal of bacteria was 
not a result of phage action; otherwise, the phage titer would have 
increased. These findings prompted investigat i ons into the mechQnism 
of phage removal by the activated sludge treatment process. 
Kelly et al. (25) followed f. coli Band T2 phage during the 
course of a laboratory activated sludge proces s . They found that the 
* Original reports not available. 
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majority of T2 phages were removed during the settling process and 
that aeration contributed to the amount removed, but did not effect 
removal by itself. Moreover, phages did not appear to accumulate in 
the sludge. Adsorption of phages to floe was tested by Pleceas as a 
mechanism for their removal. When phages were combined with mixed 
liquor in a test-tube and the suspended solids allowed to settle, he 
found that the phage titer remained unchanged. Removal of phages by 
the action of floe-forming bacteria was tested by Gramatopol, using a 
pure culture of Zoogloea ramigera growing in a laboratory culture. 
When a quantity of both phage and a host bacterium was added to the 
culture of~- ramigera, no reduction in numbers of either phage or its 
host was effected by the floe-forming bacteria, although chemical 
purification resulted normally. Janzen and Wolf have also demonstrated 
that protozoa (lnfusoria) by themselves have no effect on bacterio­
phage concentration. This dilemma concerning the mechanism of phage 
removal was partially solved by Sturdza (53). He repeated the 
experiment with protozoa and phages in a laboratory culture, but this 
time he added a bacterial host for the phage concerned. This addition 
resulted in a reduction of both phage and host numbers, as had been 
previously observed by Pleceas in an activated sludge culture. These 
observations lead Sturdza to propose a mechanism for phage removal by 
the activated sludge process that involves two steps. Phages are 
first adsorbed to bacteria; then both bacteria and phages are ingested 
by protozoa, thereby removing them from the system. This hypothesis 
fits the observation that both phages and host bacteria are removed 
from sludge at the same rate and that there is no build up of phages 
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in the sludge (53). However, Pleceas performed another experiment 
similar to that of Sturdza, involving protozoa, a known type of 
bacteriophage, and its host bacterium in a laboratory-scale activated 
sludge reactor. This time he studied two such cultures; one was 
incubated at 18 C and the other at 37 C. In the culture held at 18 C 
phages disappeared, in agreement with the findings of Sturdza, but in 
the 37 C culture there was a great increase in the phage concentration. 
Although the phage-type and nature of the host were not specified, 
they were probably a coliphage and colibacillus because these were the 
kinds used in his previous experiments. Therefore, it seems that the 
phage-host required a temperature close to 37 C for good growth. 
Consequently, in the culture held at 18 C the phages were adsorbing 
to bacteria that were not dividing rapidly, and both phage and host 
were removed by protozoa and/or washed out of the reactor at rates 
faster than they were being produced. At 37 C phages were being 
produced, by rapidly growing bacteria, at a faster rate than the 
protozoa and/or washout could remove them (53). This suggests that 
Sturdza 1 s hypothesis only explains removal of phages whose hosts are 
not rapidly growing. Furthermore, because most of the above investi­
gators were studying coliform bacteria and coliphages, and because 
their laboratory cultures were probably kept at temperatures below the 
optimum growth temperature for coliforms, it is not surprising that 
they observed a reduction in phage numbers. If there are host 
bacteria in sewage and mixed liquor that can grow rapidly under the 
environmental conditions of the reactor, and if there are phages 
present that are active against these organisms, then phages will 
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probably be produced in the reactor, and it is doubtful that they will 
be removed by the treatment process. Previous investigations have 
contributed ve ry little to an understanding of the ecology of bacterio­
phages in the activated sludge process. They have indicated only the 
fate of coliphages and their colibacteria hosts in the process. 
Moreover, Dias and Bhat (15) have shown that coliform counts decrease 
rapidly when sewage enters the aeration tank. Consequently, most of 
the findings so far reported poorly represent the viable microbial 
population of t he reactor. A further criticism is that phage counts 
were always made using the plaque assay techniqe. The limitations 
of this assay for giving information of ecological significance have 
already been d i scussed. In particular, all investigators failed to 
assay for phages with indicator organisms that had been isolated from 
the reactor be i ng examined. In some cases this error may have 
resulted in negative results being obtained when phages were in fact 
present but outside the host-range specificity of the indicator 
organisms used . The fate of coliphages in the activated sludge 
process is understood to some extent, but the overall relationship of 
bacteriophages to the system has not been established. 
Experimental Approach 
The research recorded here was an attempt to carry out a more 
meaningful eco logical analysis of bacteriophages in a microbial 
ecosystem. The activated sludge sewage treatment process was chosen 
for the investigation because it was a likely ecosystem in which 
phages could multiply. Two main approaches were taken. First, many 
bacterial stra ins were isolated from the . reactor and each strain was 
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tested for sensitivity to bacteriophages present in the system. 
Those found to be host organisms were used to determine phage titers 
for samples of sewage influent, for reactor mixed liquor supernatant, 
and for the effluent from the system; also, total phage concentrations 
were determined for each of the samples. 
These studies were performed to show whether or not 
bacteriophages were being produced in the activated sludge reactor, 
which organisms were hosts, and what fraction of the total phage 
population was parasitic on each host organism found. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Materials 
Source of Samples 
Characteristics ·of~ activated sludge reactor. All samples 
of sewage, mixed 1iquor, and reactor effluent used in this research 
were obtained from the Limestone Creek Treatment Plant at Gaffney, 
South Carolina. Sewage entering the plant was from solely domestic 
sources. The plant consists of two 18-foot diameter 
Aerator-Clarifier Units purchased from the Chicago Pump Company, 
Chicago, Illinois (Figure 2). Both units were aerated continuously 
and processed approximately 75,000 to 100,000 gallons of waste per 
day with detention period from 2 to 4 hours. On the average, the 
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) of the influent was reduced 85 to 90% 
by Unit One during this research. The average temperature of the 
reactor effluent was approximately 16 C during the period from 
November 1968 to April 1969 and 25 C during the period from May 1969 
to October 1969. The temperature of the sewage was always within 
one or two degrees of the effluent. The average pH of influent 
sewage, the mixed 1iquor of Unit One, and the effluent during this 
research was 6.9 (ranging from 6.5 to 7,1), 6.9 (ranging from 6.8 to 
7.2), and 7.1 (ranging from 6.8 to 7.2) respectively. 
Collect i on of samples. All samples were taken in sterile 250 ml 
Erlenmeyer flasks fitted with rubber stoppers and kept on ice prior to 
Sampling Positions of the Activated Sludge Plant: s = sewage, 
e = effluent, m = mixed liquor. 
Cross Section of Aerator Clarifier Unit. 
F 
A= inlet, B = aeration tank, C = sludge recirculation 
D = effluent, E = clarifier compartment, F = waste sludge. 
FIGURE 2. ACTIVATED SLUDGE PLANT 
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processing. Samples of sewage were taken at a point just prior to 
where the waste entered the primary settling tank (position~ in 
Figure 2). Samples of mixed liquor were taken from just below the 
surface of the liquid in the aeration tank of Unit One (position min 
Figure 2). Samples of effluent were taken from the end of the 
effluent pipe of Unit One (position~ in Figure 2). 
Culture Media 
Tryptone~ Glucose~ Yeast Extract · (TGY). This medium contained 
per 1iter: 1 g glucose; 5 g Bacto-Tryptone (Difeo Co., Detroit, 
Michigan); and 2.5 g yeast extract (Difeo). Solidified TGY medium 
was prepared from Plate Count agar medium (Difeo) which had similar 
nutrient concentrations plus 1 ,5% (w/v) agar. 
Protease Peptone~ Yeast Extract. This medium was prepared 
according to Dias and Bhat (14) using: 5 . g proteose peptone; 1 g 
yeast extract (Difeo) per liter. 
Enriched Medium. This medium contained per liter: 2.5 g 
protease peptone; 2.5 g tryptone; 1 .5 g yeast extract; 1 .5 g beef 
extract; and 5.0 g glucose. (Formulation obtained from J. H. Bond, 
Microbiology Section, Biology Division, Clemson University, Clemson, 
Sou th Carol i na.) 
Activated Sludge Extract Broth · (ASE). In general, the procedure 
of Prakasam and Dondero (40) was followed in the preparation of the 
ASE medium. Two liters of mixed liquor were autoclaved at 120 C for 
30 minutes~ The material was poured through glass wool to remove 
large pieces of solid material and the filtrate divided into 1-liter 
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portions and reautoclaved for 15 minutes. The ASE was frozen until 
needed. The extract, when thawed, was reautoclaved before it was 
used for culturing organisms. 
All solidified media, unless otherwise stated, contained 
1.5% (w/v) agar (Difeo, "Bacto-Agar"). Al 1 media were prepared with 
distilled water and autoclaved for 15 minutes at 120 C unless 
otherwise stated. Plates of the various media consisted of 
approximately 20 ml of the appropriate medium in 100-mm diameter 
disposable plastic petri dishes (Scientific Products, Charlotte, North 
Carolina). It was general practice to incubate all media at 37 C for 
36 to 48 hours prior to use and to discard contaminated preparations. 
Standard Dilution Material 
All bacterial samples were diluted with a sterile extract made 
from activated sludge mixed liquor. Approximately 2 liters of mixed 
liquor were allowed to stand until the solid material had settled. 
The supernatant was removed and Millipore filtered (0.45 µ pore size). 
The filtrate was autoclaved at 120 C for 15 minutes and frozen in 
50-ml portions until needed. Sterile dilution blanks were prepared 
from the thawed material. A 0.1-ml portion of the material was 
spread on TGY medium and incubated at 37 C for 36 to 48 hours to 
check for sterility. The pH of the material was 7.0 ± 0.5 after 
processing. 
Reagents 
Reagents used for e 1 ect ron microscopy. 
Uranyl Acetate Stain - A 100-ml stock solution of 20% (w/v) 
uranyl acetate was prepared with deionized water and stored in tall 
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100-ml flasks wrapped in aluminum foil. A 0.5% (w/v) solution of 
stain was prepared for each assay by diluting 10 ml of the stock 
solution with 30 ml of deionized water. The pH of the 0.5% stain was 
4.6 to 4.8 when dilutions were made with deionized water, pH 7.0. 
Phosphotungstic Acid Stain - A 2% (w/v) solution of 
phosphotungstic acid was made in distilled water and the pH adjusted 
to 5.5 by adding 1 M KOH. The solution was fil t ered through a 0.45 µ 
Millipore filter and the stain diluted with deionized water to 
0.5% (w/v) before using. 
Lead Hyd roxide Stain - The stain was prepared according to 
"Method A11 of Karnovsky (37). Fifteen to twenty ml of 1 N sodium 
hydroxide were placed in an Erlenmeyer flask and lead monoxide added 
to excess. The mixture was gently boiled for 15 minutes, cooled 
rapidly, and the solution filtered. Before use , the stain was 
diluted 50 to 200 times . with distilled water. 
Formalin-Lanthanum Fixative - A 10% (w/v) solution of formalin 
was prepared containing 0.5% (w/v) lanthanum ni t rate and the solution 
was buffered at pH 6 by titrating with 1 Mveronal acetate. 
General reagents. All reagents used except for the following 
were of analytical grade unless otherwise stated . 
Collodion - A 1 .0% Nitrocellulose in amyl acetate was obtained 
from Ernest F. Fullam, Inc., Schenectady, New York. 
"Ion Agar" No 2 - Reagent was obtained from CoLab Laboratories, 
Inc., Chicago, Illinois. 
Lysozyme - Reagent was manufactured by Wor thington Biochemical 
Corporation . 
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Papain - Reagent was manufactured by Nutr i tional Biochemicals 
Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio . 
Pronase, B grade - Reagent was manufactured by California 
Biochemical Corporation, Los Angeles, California. 
Tergitol - Reagent was manufactureq by Un i on Carbide Chemicals 
Company, New York, New York. 
Tween-80 - Reagent was manufactured by At l as Powder Company, 
Wilmington, Delaware. 
Methods 
Dispersion of Bacterial Clumps and Release of Adsorbed Bacteriophages 
Blending was performed using a Waring Blender (Deluxe model) or 
an Omni-Mixer Homogenizer. The Omni-Mixer Homogenizer (Ivan Sorvall, 
Inc., Norwalk, Connecticut) was fitted with a 200-ml stainless steel 
chamber and a 4-inch rotor knife blade, and the speed of the blender 
was control led with a rheostat. 
Sonication was performed using a Branson Sonifier, Model 125 
(Heat Systems Company, Melville, New York). The "Step Horn" and 
Rosett Cooling Cell were used in al 1 experiments unless otherwise 
stated. To measure sonic pressure a 100-ml beaker containing 50 ml 
of water was placed on a torsion balance and the sonifier probe 
clamped on a ring stand so that the probe was centered in the beaker 
three-eighths inch from the bottom. With the sonifier turned off and 
the probe immersed, the weight of the beaker with water was recorded. 
The sonifier was then turned on, the power suppl y tuned, and the new 
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weight of the beaker with water and sonic pressure recorded. The 
difference between the two recorded weights gives the amount of sonic 
pressure. 
Particular operational procedures for each method are specified 
in the text. 
Serial Dilutions 
Tenfold serial dilutions were made by quantitatively 
transferring 0.5 ml of a sample to a test-tube containing 4.5 ml of 
the dilution material. The tube was agitated on a Vortex Junior Mixer 
(Scientific Industries, Springfield, Massachusetts) and a 0.5-ml 
portion quantitatively removed and aseptically transferred to a 
second tube containing 4.5 ml of the dilution material. The trans­
ferring was continued until the desired dilution was reached. The top 
of the tubes was flamed between transfers. 
Total and Differential Cell Counts 
A 0.1-ml portion of an appropriate dilution of a sample was 
diluted with 0. 9 ml of 50% (v/v) glycerol and the suspension used to 
fill a Petroff-Hausser counting chamber. Cells were counted using a 
Wild M20 microscope with phase-contrast illumination and at a 
magnification of 1,000 times. Counts were made of the total cells 
(TC) both in clumps and single, and of the presumptive viable units 
(PVU) i.e., a free cell or clump of cells, which if viable, would 
form a single colony. The per cent clump dispersion was calculated 
PVUfrom TT x 100 . Generally, counts were made for three rows of the 
cqunting chamber (20 squares per row) and the mean of these counts 
was used to calculate the final concentration. 
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Viable Cell Counts 
Viable counts were made by the spread plate technique. A 1.0-ml 
sample was tenfold serially diluted with 9 ml of sterile dilution 
material. A 0.1-ml portion of an appropriate dilution was spread over 
the surface of agar medium with a bent glass rod. The glass rod was 
dipped in ethyl alcohol and the alcohol burnt off between each 
spreading. After incubation at 20 to 25 C for 5 days, colonies per 
plate were counted using a dark field Quebec Colony Counter (American 
Optical Company). Generally, the viable count was derived from the 
mean count of three replicate plates. 
Growth Curves of Bacterial Cultures 
Twenty-five ml of TGY medium contained in a 250-ml Erlenmeyer 
flask, fitted with a test-tube side arm that could be placed in a 
Klett colorimeter, were inoculated with a bacterial isolate. The 
culture was placed in a 30 C shaking water bath. Growth was followed 
by monitoring the change in optical density with time. Optical 
density was measured against a blank of sterile TGY medium with a 
Klett-Summerson Photoelectric Colorimeter, fitted with a red filter 
(number 66). Experiments were run in duplicate, and growth curves 
were plotted from the optical density readings of the cultures. 
Gram Stain · 
Stains were made of bacterial isolates using Hucker 1 s 
modification of Gram's staining technique (38, p. 16). 
Centrifugation 
Al 1 centrifugations were made using an RC2-B automatic super­
speed refrigerated centrifuge (Ivan Sorval 1, Inc., Norwalk, 
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Connecticut) operated at 3 C. An SU Sharp particle counting rotor was 
used to sediment viruses onto receiving surfaces. An SS-34 superspeed 
centrifuge rotor was used to sediment all samples except those 
sedimented in the SU rotor. Both rotors were obtained from Ivan 
Sorvall, Inc., Norwalk, Connecticut. 
Preparation and Storage of Phage Samples 
Samples of sewage, mixed liquor, and reactor effluent were 
filtered and stored in sealed Nalgene Filter Units, 0.45 µ pore size, 
(Will Scientific Company) at 3 to 4 C. 
Plaque Assay 
The basic agar layer method as described by Adams (2, p. 450) 
was used. All media used in the plaque assay contained 0.5% (w/v) 
NaCl to enhance adsorption of phages (2, p. 141). Tubes (4 x 0.5 
inches) containing 2.5 ml TGY medium, solidified with 0.5% agar (soft 
agar), were autoclaved at 120 C for 15 minutes and immediately placed 
in a 46 C water bath. Broth cultures of each isolate were grown at 
30 C well into log phase of growth. (Most cultures reached this 
stage of growth after 12 hours of incubation, but a second group of 
cultures required 18 hours. All three bacterial strains that were 
phage hosts reached the middle of log growth after 10 hours of 
incubation . ) A 0.1-ml portion of a phage suspension prepared from 
the reactor was added to the molten soft agar, followed by 1 .5 ml of 
a log-phase bacterial culture. The medium, phage suspension, and 
bacterial suspension were mixed thoroughly by holding the top of the 
tube in one hand and rapping the bottom with the index finger of the 
other hand. The mixture was quickly poured over the surface of a 
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plate (100-mm diameter) of TGY medium (30 ml) which had been 
previously dried for 24 hours at 37 C. The agar plate was gently 
rocked to spread the soft agar evenly over the surface. When the soft 
agar was solid, the plate was inverted and incubated at 30 C. 
Platings were made in triplicate and a control was prepared for each 
test organism which was prepared as above except no phage sample was 
added. After 24 hours the plates were examined for plaques on a dark 
field colony counter. 
Electron Microscopy 
An RCA EMU 20 electron microscope was used to examine phage 
preparations which were mounted on 200-mesh electron microscope grids 
(3.05-mm diameter) which were purchased from Ernest F. Fullam, Inc., 
Schenectady, New York. 
Calibrat i on of electron microscope. Polystyrene latex spheres, 
(Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan) 0.264 µ ± 0.0060 µ diameter 
were mounted on a collodion coated grid and used as a standard to 
~alibrate the magnification of the microscope. 
·shadowcasting. Pseudoreplicas mounted on specimen grids were 
shadowcast with chromium in a vacuum evaporator, VE10 (Micros Inc., 
Portland, Oregon) at an angle of 15 degrees. The chip of chromium was 
evaporated from a tungsten wire basket (both purchased from Ernest F. 
Fullam, Inc., Schenectady, New York). 
Carbon coating. Pseudoreplicas that were not shadowcast were 
coated with a l ight layer of carbon to strengthen the membrane. 
Pseudoreplicas mounted on grids were placed on a glass slide directly 
beneath the position at which the points of two carbon rods touched. 
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A partial V-wedge had been cut in a piece of filter paper so that the 
vertex remained attached to the paper. The wedge was stood erect and 
taped to the glass slide at an angle to the points of the carbon rods. 
The amount of carbon deposited was monitored by observing the 
difference in contrast between the exposed filter paper and the part 
protected by the erect wedge of paper. 
Electron micrographs. Glass, 2 x 10 inch, electron image 
plates (Eastman Kodak Company) were used to make micrographs. 
Exposed plates were developed in Kodak D-11 developer for at least 5 
minutes and fixed for 8 minutes. Prints were made on Kodak 
Kodabromide F-4 and F-5 paper and developed in Dektol. 
Statistical Analysis of Data 
Response Surface Analysis (R.H. Myers, Department of Statistics, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Unpublished text.) was used to 
determine the nature of responses with a constant variable, e.g. 
time, concentration, or number of agar strippings, and the value of 
that variable at which an optimum occurred. All of the analyses were 
made using programs from the Biomedical Compute r Program series 
prepared at the University of California, Los Angeles, California. 
RESULTS 
Cultivation of Maximum Numbers of Aerob ically Growing 
Heterotrophic Bacteria .!.!j_Activated 'Sludge 
The grea t er part of the bacterial populat ion in activated sludge 
is flocculated. Therefore, bacterial clumps mu s t first be dispersed 
if the organisms present in large numbers in the system are to be 
cultured. Secondly, a culture medium that will support growth of 
maximum numbers of viable bacteria must be employed. 
Dispersion of Bacterial Cells Occurring in Clumps 
Growth conditions for culturing maximum numbers of bacteria 
could not be determined until a method for dispersing clumped eel ls 
was developed. The various methods which have been used to disperse 
bacterial aggregates in activated sludge are shown in Table 2. None 
of the reports indicate that conditions for clump dispersion or 
viable cell counts were optimized, and in some cases the type of 
machine used and the operational conditions were not specified. 
Initial experiments were performed to determine which method of 
treatment most effectively dispersed clumps and gave maximum culture 
counts. 
McKinney et~- (32) dispersed clumped eel ls by shaking a sample 
of mixed liquor with glass beads in a bottle. This method of clump 
dispersion was tested as follows. About 10 glass beads (1/8 inch 
diameter) and a sample of mixed 1iquor, diluted ten times with 
standard dilution material, were mixed in a test-tube and the mixture 
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Table 2. Methods Used to Disperse Clumped Bacteria in Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Investigator Method Used to Disperse Clumped Bacteria 
Allen (3) 
McKinney and Weichlein (32) 
Rogovskaya and Lazareva (41) 
Dias and Bhat (1) 
Crabtree and McCoy (12) 
Cibulka and Malaney (11) 
Kiuchi tl. fil (27) 
Yin and Moyer (58) 
Weddle (56) 
five to seven passes through a cream-making machine 
shak i n g for 1 minute in a bottle containing glass beads (diameter not 
given) 
agitation (means and time not given) 
shaking on a reciprocal shaker (conditions not specified) 
Waring blending for 2 minutes (speed not specified) 
blending for 2.25 minutes (type of machine and speed not specified) 
blending at 3,000 to 4,000 rpm for 30 minutes (type of blender not 
specified) 
37 different chemical dispe~sants 
sonication for 25 minutes (power not specified) Waring blending 
(speed and time not specified) 
w 
°' 
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agitated for 15 minutes on a Vortex Junior Mixe r . Wet mounts of both 
treated and untreated samples were compared mic roscopically under 
phase-contrast illumination. Agitation with glass beads caused a 
slight increase in the number of free cells and a decrease in the 
number of very large clumps. However, the amount of dispersion was 
small and this method was not pursued further. 
Chemical dispersants. McKinney (30, p. 218) suggested that the 
surface charges on cells contribute significant ly to the cohesion of 
cells in clumps. It was therefore decided to test chemical 
dispersants for effectiveness in reducing these forces. Two chemical 
dispersants were tested, Tergitol and Tween-80. The surfactants were 
diluted ten times with distilled water. One ml of a surfactant 
solution was mixed with 9 ml of mixed 1iquor, in a test-tube, and 
the mixture agitated on a Vortex Junior Mixer for 3 minutes. Wet 
mounts of both treated and untreated samples were compared micro­
scopically under phase-contrast illumination. No significant amount 
of clump dispersion was effected by either surfactant. Shortly after 
this preliminary experiment was conducted, Yin and Moyer (58) 
published the results of experiments which compa r ed the effectiveness 
of 37 different chemical dispersants to dissociate clumped bacteria 
in activated sludge. They concluded that no dispersing activity 
could be detected either by microscopic examination or by total plate 
counts. Therefore, this approach was discarded. 
Sonication. C. L. Weddle (56) found that a higher degree of 
clump dispersion was effected by sonication of mixed liquor than by 
blending with a Waring Blender. Since the condi t ions for treatment 
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were not specified, an experiment was performed to determine the 
effect of power and time of sonication on dispersio~ of clumped 
bacteria. A sample of mixed 1iquor was diluted ten times with a 
sterile mixed-1 iquor extract. Twenty-five ml portions in 100-ml 
beakers subme rged in ice water were sonicated at power settings of 1, 
3, and 6 respectively. A 1-ml sample was removed after 3, 5, 10, and 
15 minutes treatment at each power setting. The relative aroount of 
clump dispersion was determined by making a wet mount of each sample 
and measuring the dimensions of ten clumps selected at random. Clump 
dimensions were measured using a microscope with phase-contrast 
illumination and an ocular micrometer. Table 3 shows the results, 
which indicate that sonication at power setting 1 was too mild to 
significantly disperse clumped bacteria in the time tested. On the 
other hand, sonication at power setting 6 was so harsh that some 
bacteria were no doubt killed, as indicated by the presence of cell 
fragments. However, sonication at a power setting of around 3 should 
supply a force that can be controlled, by varying the time of its 
application, and effective clump dispersion should be possible. 
Next, the effect of sonication time, at power setting 3, on 
clump dispersion was investigated. Ten ml of mixed liquor diluted 
with 90 ml of a sterile mixed-liquor extract were sonicated at power 
setting 3, with all other conditions as in the previous experiment. 
Samples were taken after 0, 3, 5, 10, and 15 minutes of treatment. 
A 0.5-ml portion of each sample was tenfold serially diluted with 4.5 
6 107ml of standard dilution material, and 0.1 ml of the 10 and 
dilutions was plated in triplicate on tryptone, glucose, yeast 
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Table 3. Data for the Determination of the Effect of P™er and 
.,_ 
Time of Sonication on the Size" of Bacterial Clumps in 
Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
P™e r Setting Sonication Time (minutes)
of Bronsen 
Sonifier 0 3 5 10 15 
0 42X30 
29X30 23Xl 3 13X13 15X12 
3 
6 
22X24 
11 Xl 3 
free eel Is25X22 predominate 
free cells and fragments 
predominate 
* Each va l ue is the mean dimension in microns of ten clumps 
selected at random. 
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extract (TGY) aga r medium. The plates were incubated at 20 to 25 C 
for 5 days and the colonies per plate counted. Differential counts 
were made of each sample and the per cent clump dispersion calculated. 
The data obtained are given in Table 4. Figure 3 shows the result of 
regression analysis of viable cell counts with t ime of treatment. 
There was a linear relationship between the time of treatment and the 
maximum culture count was not probably reached by 15 minutes. It was 
also observed that there was a greater diversity of colony 
morphologies on plates prepared from samples wh ich had been treated 
for 3 to 5 minutes than on those treated for 10 to 15 minutes. This 
suggested that either the cells being released f rom clumps were of the 
same type and therefore predominating in samples in which clump 
dispersion was almost complete, or that sonicat ion was selectively 
killing particular fractions of the bacterial population. The degree 
of clump dispe rsion increased rapidly with trea t ment and was 85% 
effective afte r 5 minutes. After 10 to 15 minu t es treatment cells 
were 96% dispe rsed. Because of evidence for se l ective killing of a 
portion of the bacterial population, it was dec i ded that a lower 
power setting should be used to disperse clumps . 
A 10-ml sample of mixed liquor was diluted with 90 ml of mixed 
liquor extract and sonicated at power setting 2 . Test samples were 
taken after 10, 20, 30, and 60 minutes of treatment and assayed as in 
the previous experiment. The results of this experiment are shown 
in Table 5. Plots of the data and of regression analysis of viable 
cell counts are given in Figure 4. Sonication at power setting 2 
dispersed clumps at a slower rate than at a power setting of 3 ; 
Table 4. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Sonication Time (PC1wer Setting 3) on Dispersion 
of Clumped Cells and Viable Cell Counts in Samples of Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Time Rep 1 i cate Presumptive Total Cells Per Cent C 1 ump Viable Cell Count per ml. 
(minutes) Viable Units (T. C.) Dispersion (X 1o9) 
(P.V.U.) lO pe r m 1 . ( X 101O) (P • V. U .:\ X 100 Rep 1 i cate Mean 
e_e r m1 • ( X 1 0 ) \: T.C.) 2 3 
0 
3 
5 
10 
15 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0. 13 
0. 15 
1.87 
2.00 
1.84 
2.24 
2.89 
2.26 
2. 21 
2. 11 
1.69 
1 .05 
2. 12 
2.40 
2. 21 
2.55 
2.90 
2.31 
2.25 
2.20 
8 
14 
0.0186 0.0104 0.0200 0.0167 
88 
83 
1 .34 1.41 1 .49 1.41 
83 
88 
1.61 1.28 1 .22 1.37 
99 
98 
1.63 1.65 2.08 1 . 79 
98 
96 
1.62 1 .56 1.86 1.68 
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FIGURE 3. EFFECT OF SONICATION TIME (POWER SETTING 3) ON DISPERSION 
OF CLUMPED CELLS AND VIABLE CELL COUNTS IN SAMPLES OF 
ACTIVATED SLUDGE MIXED LIQUOR. 
SYMBOLS: --, plot of regression analysis 
---, plot of original data 
6 , actual mean of viable cell count 
0 , per cent clump dispersion 
Table 5. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Sonication Time (Power Setting 2) on 
Dispersion of Clumped Cells and Viable Cell Counts in Samples of Activated Sludge 
Mixed Liquor. 
Time Presumptive Total Cells Per Cent C 1 ump Viable Cell Count per ml. 
(minutes) Viable Units (T.C.) Dispersion (X 1 o9) 
(P.V.U.) per ml. (X 1010) Rep 1 i cate Mean~ 'V .UJ X 100 
per ml . (X 101O) T.C. 1 2 3 
1.00 1.13 1.01 1.25 1 . 1310 0.73 73 
20 1. 15 1.61 94 1. 70 1.45 1.36 1.50 
30 1.37 1.39 98 1. 78 1.58 1.54 1.64 
60 2. 13 2. 14 99 0.76 0.99 0.89 o.88 
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FIGURE 4. EFFECT OF SONICATION TIME (POWER SETTING 2) ON DISPERSION 
OF CLUMPED CELLS AND VIABLE CELL COUNTS IN SAMPLES OF 
ACTIVATED SLUDGE MIXED LIQUOR. 
SYMBOLS: plot of regression analysis 
plot of original data 
D. , actual mean of viable cell count 
0 , percent clump dispersion 
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e.g. 98% dispersion was achieved in 15 minutes at power setting 3, and 
the same level of dispersion was obtained only after 30 minutes of 
treatment at power setting 2. After 60 minutes of treatment at power 
setting 2 approximately 99% dispersion was achieved. However, viable 
cell counts reached a maximum (1 .64 x 109 cells per ml) after 32 
8
minutes of treatment and thereafter decreased (8.6 x 10 cells per ml 
after 60 minutes). Again, microscopic examinat ion of samples 
suggested that a portion of the bacterial population was selectively 
destroyed by sonication. This experiment was performed on activated 
sludge mixed 1 iquor taken from the same sample as that used for the 
Omni-Mixer blending experiments (reported later , p. 53). Because of 
evidence for selective killing of a portion of the bacterial 
population by sonication an alternative method of dispersing bacterial 
clumps was sought. 
Blending. High speed blending was examined as a means of 
dispersing clumped bacteria without killing a segment of the bacterial 
population. A sample of activated sludge mixed 1iquor was diluted 
tenfold with sterile activated sludge extract, cooled to 10 C, and 
100 ml blended for 15 minutes in a Waring Blender operated at maximum 
speed. Blending for more than 15 minutes raised the temperature of 
the sample, a temperature of 59 C being reached after 30 minutes. A 
0.5-ml sample was tenfold serially diluted with 4.5 ml of sterile 
activated sludge extract and 0.1 ml of the 105 and 106 dilutions 
plated in duplicate on TGY medium. Plates were incubated at 20 to 
25 C until colony counts reached a maximum (5 days). Effectiveness 
of clump dispersion was estimated from the concentration of unattached 
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cells observed microscopically. The results of this experiment are 
given in Table 6. Blending for 15 minutes somewhat comminuted 
bacterial clumps; there were 1 .5 times more free cells in the blended 
sample than in the unblended one. The blended sample also yielded a 
culture count that was almost 200 times higher than that of the 
untreated sample. These findings show that blending is effective, at 
least in part, in dispersing the clumped bacter i a of activated sludge 
mixed 1iquor. 
The above experiment was repeated, except that this time samples 
were taken after 3, 5 , 10, and 15 minutes of blending, and platings 
for viable counts were made in trip! icate. The data obtained for 
this experiment are given in Table 7. The plot of the data and of 
the regression analysis given in Figure 5, show that there is a 
linear relationship between time of blending and colony count. This 
means that if the sample of mixed liquor was bl ended for longer than 
15 minutes, a higher colony count would probabl y be obtained. This 
conclusion was supported by the observation tha t many of the cells in 
the 15 minute blended sample remained in clumps . Because it was 
impractical to extend the blending time with th e Waring Blender 
beyond 15 minutes, due to excessive heating of t he sample, an 
alternative means of blending was sought. 
The sample chamber of a Sorvall Omni-Mixer Homogenizer can 
readily be cooled in an ice-water bath during bl ending. This type of 
blender was tested for effectiveness in dispers i ng clumped bacteria 
in a sample of mixed liquor. The effect of blending speed and t ime 
of blending on clump dispersion and viable coun t s was examined. One 
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Table 6. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Waring 
Blending on the Concentration of Free Bacteria and 
Culture Counts in Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Treatment Concentration of Cu l ture Counts 
free bacteria per ml. 
per ml . 
B 1 ended 8.2 X 109 8. 1 X 107 (15 min.) 
Untreated 5.8 X 109 4.5 X 105 
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Table 7. Data for the Determination of the Ef fect of Time of Waring 
Blending on Viable Cell Counts Obta i ned from Activated 
Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
8
B 1 eM d i n g T i me Viable Cell Count per ml. (X 10 ) 
(mi nut es) Rep 1 i cate Mean 
2 3 
3 2.2 1.2 1.9 1.7 
5 2.4 1.6 2.3 2 . 1 
10 5. 1 2.7 2.2 3.3 
15 3.4 7 .1 2.3 4.2 
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hundred ml batches of ten times diluted mixed l iquor were blended, 
cooled in ice-water, with the rheostat set at 30, 60, and 115 volts. 
Three ml samples were taken from each batch af t er 5, 10, 20, and 30 
minutes of blending. A 0.5-ml portion of each sample was tenfold 
serially diluted with 4.5 ml of sterile mixed l iquor extract and 
0.1 ml of the 107 and 108 dilutions plated, in triplicate, on TGY 
medium. After incubation at 20 to 25 C for 5 days the number of 
colonies per plate was counted. Also, a 0.1-ml portion of each sample 
was examined for per cent clump dispersion. The results of these 
assays are presented in Table 8. Regression analysis was applied to 
viable eel 1 count data, and the results are shown in Figure 6. Too 
few replications were made of clump dispersion to apply similar 
analysis to that data. No significant increase in the viable counts 
resulted from blending for 30 minutes at a rheostat setting of 30 
volts, and only a slight increase in per cent of clump dispersion was 
observed. At a rheostat setting of 60 volts, v iable cell counts 
8
reached a peak of 7.1 x 10 cells per ml after 23 minutes of blending 
and thereafter slightly decreased. Clump dispersion was . about 86% 
after 30 minutes of blending. Blending at a rheostat setting of 115 
volts produced a 1inear response for viable counts with time, 
indicating that an optimal count had not yet been reached after 30 
minutes of blending, although at this time clumped bacteria were 96% 
dispersed. This experiment showed that Omni-M ix blending for 30 
minutes at a rheostat setting of 115 volts res ulted in a higher degree 
of clump dispersion after 30 minutes, than did blending at any of the 
lower voltages tested or by Waring blending fo r 15 minutes. 
Table 8. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Omni Mixer Blending at Three Rheostat Settings 
On Dispersion of Clumped Bacteria and Viable Cell Counts in Samples of Activated Sludge 
Mixed Liquor. 
Rheostat Time Presumptive Total Cells Per Cent Cl ump Viable Cell Count per ml.
-
Setting (minutes) Viable Units (T.C.) Di spe rs ion (X 109) 
(voltage) (P.V.U.) pe r m l . ( X 101O) p. V. U' X 100 Replicate Mean 
eer ml. (X 10lO} T.C. 1 2 3 
0.86 0.85 l .20 0.975 0.59 1.38 43 
25 o.69 o.89 0.94 0.8410 o.44 1.7330 
1 . 25 0.92 1.2520 0.78 1.46 53 1 .39 
61 0.96 0.92 1 .03 0.9630 0.58 0.95 
0.94 0.90 o.83 0.895 1.26 1.95 65 
1.39 1.55 1.45 1.4510 0. 71 1. 17 6160 
1.58 1.77 1.48 1 . 6120 1.18 1.60 74 
30 1.06 1.23 86 1 .63 1.91 1.30 1.61 
5 0.76 1.48 52 
1 . 21 1 .02 1 . 15 1 . 1 2 10 1.24 1.44 86115 
1 . 51 1.46 1.35 1.4420 2.86 3. 14 90 
1.77 1. 74 1.44 1 .65 30 1.93 2.00 96 
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The previous experiment was performed on the same sample of 
mixed liquor as that used for the sonication experiment reported on 
page 40. Therefore, a comparison of the effect of Omni-Mix blending 
at 115 volts and sonication at power setting 2 could be made up to 
30 minutes of treatment. Thirty minutes of ei t her treatment produced 
a similar degree of clump dispersion (about 96%) and the same viable 
cell count (1 .65 x 109). However, a comparison of the types of 
colony morphologies revealed that fewer morpho l ogical types could be 
found on plates made from samples that had been sonicated for at 
least 20 minutes than on plates made from blended samples. 
Furthermore, microscopic examination of blended and sonicated samples 
showed that large rod-shaped cells disappeared in the sonicated 
samples, but were present in all blended samples. These observations, 
together with the observed decrease in culture count at times greater 
than 30 minutes of sonication, suggested that sonication was 
selectively killing a portion of the bacterial population that was not 
harmed by the blending treatment. However, because insufficient data 
were taken for a good comparison of the two techniques, an experiment 
was designed to make a more precise comparison of both methods. 
Comparison of sonication and blending. A comparison was made 
of the effects of sonication at power setting 2 and Omni-Mix blending 
at 115 volts on culture counts and clump dispe rsion. Samples of the 
same batch of ten times diluted mixed liquor were sonicated at power 
setting 2 or Omni-Mix blended at 115 volts. Bl ending was performed 
in the same manner as in the previous experiment, except that samples 
were taken after 5, 10, 20, 30, and 45 minutes of treatment. 
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Sonicated samples were taken after 5, 10 , 20, 30, and 60 minutes of 
treatment. Culture counts were made using an activated sludge extract 
medium supplemented with 0.253% TGY. The results of this experiment 
are shown in Tables 9, 10. Figures 7, 8 show the findings of 
regression analysis of the data. Sonication dispersed clumps slightly 
faster than did blending. A level of 95% dispersion of clumps was 
reached after 30 minutes of sonication whereas it took 45 minutes of 
blending to reach the same level of dispersion. A maximum culture 
count was reached after blending for 35 minutes or sonicating for 31 
minutes, and if treatment was continued beyond this time the counts 
decreased in both cases. However, statistical analysis of the 
maximum viable cell counts, obtained by regression analysis of the 
data, showed that the counts obtained for blended samples were 
significantly higher than those obtained for samples which had been 
sonicated. Also, as in the previous experiment a reduction in the 
numbe r of large rod-shaped bacteria and the number of morphological 
colony types was observed for sonicated samples but not for blended 
samples. This experiment confirmed that sonication selectively kills 
a portion of the bacterial population which is not killed by blending, 
and that higher culture counts can be obtained by dispersing clumped 
bacteria by blending. Consequently, blending was the method chosen 
for dispersing bacterial clumps in activated sludge. 
Optimization of blending time. A final blending experiment was 
_performed to establish the conditions for optimal dispersion of 
clumps. The experiment was conducted in the same way as the previous 
blending experiment with samples taken after 0, 15, 30, 45, and 60 
Table 9. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Omni Mixer Blending Time (115 Volts) on 
Dispersion of Clumped Bacteria and Viable Cell Counts in Samples of Activated Sludge 
Mixed Liquor. 
Time Rep 1 i cate Presumptive Total Cells Per Cent Clump Viable Cell Count per ml. 
(minutes) Viable Units (T. C.) 10 Dispersion (X 1o9) 
(P.V.U.) lO per m 1 . ( X 10 ) Replicate MeanQ.v.u)x 100 
er ml. (X 10 ) T.C. 1 2 3 
1 .66 2 .59 67 2.66 2.92 2. 15 2.575 
2 1 .40 3.03 46 
1.99 2.44 89 2.42 2.25 2.30 2 .32 10 I 
2 2.01 2.56 79 
1.74 1.98 88 2.31 2.67 2.77 2. 5820 
2 1.64 2.01 82 
2.08 2.28 91 3.40 3. 1O 3.30 3.2430 
2 2 .15 2.38 90 
I 2.52 2.52 100 3.31 2.52 2.24 2 .69 ui45 u,
2 2.53 2.85 90 
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Table 10. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Sonication Time (Power Setting 2) on Dispersion 
of Clumped Cells and Viable Cell Counts in Samples of Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Time Rep 1 i cate Presumptive Total Cells Per Cent Clump Viable Cell C~unt per ml. 
(minutes) Viable Units {T. C.) 
~spers ion (X 10 )1(P.V.U.) per ml. (X 10 O) Rep 1 i cate Mean
. V .U~ X 100 
pe r m 1 . ( X 101O) T.C. 1 2 3 
1.02 1.37 75 1.52 2.69 1.24 1.81 5 
2 0.90 1.48 61 
1.56 2 .10 74 2.60 1. 80 1.69 2.0310 
2 1.32 1.45 90 
1. 95 2 . 17 90 2. 14 3 .09 2 . 11 2.4420 
2 1. 74 2.04 84 
1 .55 1.64 95 2 . 81 2.55 2. 80 2 . 7230 
2 1 .63 1 .67 98 
2.44 2.49 95 1.34 1.93 1.61 1.6260 I 
2 2. 39 2.39 100 V, 
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minutes of treatment. However, only the 30, 45, and 60 minute 
samples were assayed for culture counts. The results of this 
experiment are presented in Table 11. The data were analyzed by 
regression analysis to determine the optimal treatment time, and the 
results are shown in Figure 9. Maximum clump dispersion (98%) was 
achieved after 47 minutes, but the maximum culture count was obtained 
after only 33 minutes of treatment. As a standard procedure for 
dispersing clumped bacteria in activated sludge mixed liquor, a 10-ml 
sample was ten times diluted with 90 ml of a sterile extract of mixed 
1iquor, and blended, cooled in ice-water, for 33 minutes with an 
Omni-Mixer Homogenizer operated at 115 volts. 
Growth Medium 
A major problem encountered in culturing the bacterial 
components of activated sludge was the selection of a medium that 
would support growth of maximum numbers of aerobic heterotrophic 
bacteria found in the mixed liquor. Prakasam and Dondero (40) made a 
thorough evaluation of the efficacy of nine different nonselective 
culture media to evoke maximum viable counts. They concluded that an 
agar plating medium containing solely activated sludge extracts 
yielded the highest viable counts of activated sludge bacteria. 
However, they found that activated sludge extracts from different 
treatment plants varied in their ability to evoke maximum viable 
counts. Weddle (56) also observed that an activated sludge medium 
gave substantially higher plate counts than did three other types of 
complex media tested. 
Table 11. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Omni Mixer Blending Time (115 Volts) 
on Dispersion of Clumped Bacteria in Samples of Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Time Rep 1 i cate Presumptive .,_ Total Cells * Per Cent C 1 ump Viable Cell Count per ml 
(minutes) Samples Vi ab 1 e Uni ts" (T.C .) 10 Dispersion (X 1o9) 
(P.V.U.) per m 1 ( X 10 ) P. V .U. X 100 Rep 1 i cate 
per ml (X 1010) T.C. 1 2 3 4 
o.47 0.91 510 
2 0.62 0.91 67 
15 1 1.21 2.04 59 
2.07 2.24 92 195 194 20530 
2 2.06 2.24 92 
2.29 2. 13 93 173 143 175 17945 I 
2 2.36 2.24 95 
2.30 2. 18 95 56 32 48 4160 I 
2 2.44 2.23 92 
O' 
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An experiment was performed to confirm the finding that activated 
sludge extract medium was superior to complex defined media. A 10-ml 
sample of mixed 1iquor was diluted tenfold with 90 ml of sterile 
activated sludge extract and blended for 33 minutes with an Omni-Mixer 
Homogenizer. Total cell counts were made on the blended material. 
A 0.5-ml portion of the blended material was tenfold serially diluted 
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with 4.5 ml of the same dilution material, and 0.1 ml of the 10 and 
107 dilutions was plated, in quadruplicate, on each of the five 
following media: activated sludge extract (ASE) prepared from mixed 
liquor collected from Limestone Creek treatment plant; 2.35% (w/v) 
tryptone, glucose, yeast extract (TGY); ASE supplemented with 0.235% 
(w/v) TGY; same as above except with 1% (w/v) cellobiose added; ASE 
supplemented with 2.35% (w/v) TGY. Al 1 media were solidified with 
15 g agar per liter. The inoculated plates were incubated at 20 to 
25 C and after 5 days colonies were counted. The results of this 
experiment are given in Table 12. It was concluded that ASE produced 
significantly higher counts than TGY, and that supplementation of ASE 
with high concentrations of TGY inhibited growth of some bacteria, 
whereas a lower concentration of TGY did not appear to inhibit or 
significantly stimulate growth. However, it could not be concluded 
from the data whether or not addition of a concentration of TGY 
between 0.235% and 2.35% would significantly increase culture counts. 
Therefore, the relation between concentration of TGY used to 
supplement ASE and culture count was determined . A sample of mixed 
1iquor was treated, as in the previous experiment, and plated on ASE 
media containing various concentrations of TGY (from 0.118% to 2.35%). 
Table 12. Culture Counts for Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor on 
Various Culture Media. 
Culture Medium Viable Cell Count 
per m 1 ( X 109) 
(mean of four platings) 
A.S. E. * 
-;~*A.S.E. + 0.235%(w/v) T.G.Y. 
2.35%(w/v) T.G.Y. 
A.S.E. + 2.35%(w/v) T.G.Y. 
A.S.E. + 0.235%(w/v) T.G.Y.+ 
1%(w/v) cellobiose 
2.227.. 
2.21] 
1.8rr1.77 
1.86 
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* Activated Sludge Extract (A.S.E.) 
** Tryptone, Glucose, Yeast extract (T.G.Y.) 
Brackets group values which are not significantly 
different at the 5% level of significance. 
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Culture counts were made after 5 days of incubation. A plot of 
regression analysis of the data is shown in Figure 10. The analysis 
shows that addition of increasing concentrations of TGY to the ASE 
medium causes a proportional decrease in colony counts, and that TGY, 
even at low concentrations, does not significantly increase colony 
counts. From the foregoing experiments and the work of other 
investigators it was concluded that the best nonselective medium 
available for cultivation of aerobic heterotrophic bacteria in 
activated sludge is an activated sludge extract medium. 
Final Procedure for Culturing Maximum Numbers of Aerobicly Growing, 
Heterotrophic Bacteria in Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor 
The standardized procedure adopted for culturing maximum 
numbers of aerobic, heterotrophic bacteria in activated sludge mixed 
1iquor is as follows. Samples were kept on ice from collection time 
until processing. Ten ml of each sample were diluted ten times with 
90 ml of a sterile mixed liquor extract and the entire diluted sample 
was blended for 33 min~tes in an Omni-Mixer Homogenizer operated at 
115 volts. The sample container was kept in an ice bath during 
blending. A 0.5-ml portion of the blended sample was tenfold serially 
diluted with 4.5 ml of the sterile mixed liquor extract and 0.1 ml of 
an appropriate dilution plated on agar plates of an activated sludge 
mixed liquor extract medium. Plates were incubated at 20 to 25 C for 
5 days. 
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~ Quantitative ·Assay for Total Numbers of Bacteriophages 
A quantitative technique was needed for counting total numbers 
of bacteriophages in samples of activated sludge mixed liquor. Of the 
methods available Sharp's sedimentation technique (46) was the best 
method for quantitizing viruses. However, it was developed for 
quantitizing animal viruses in semipurified tissue extracts and not 
bacteriophages in unpurified samples of an aqueous ecosystem. The 
only report of any total virus assay being used for quantitization of 
bacteriophages was concerned with purified preparations of a phage of 
known morphology (16, 23). Sharp's sedimentation technique was 
therefore modified to permit quantitization of total numbers of 
bacteriophages in samples of activated sludge mixed liquor. 
Recognition of Phage Particles 
The first major problem encountered in adapting Sharp's 
sedimentation technique for quantitizing bacteriophages was 
recognition of the phage particles. It was first necessary to 
increase contrast of the phages so that they could be observed in the 
electron microscope. Also, because the basic morphology of tailed 
bacteriophages is distinct from those of plant and animal viruses, 
their identifying features must be easily recognizable. Therefore, 
it was necessary to preserve the identifying features of phage 
particles while producing ample contrast for their recognition. 
The contrast of preparations in the electron microscope is a 
function of the electron-scattering nature of the specimen. Because 
most biological specimens, including bacteriophages, are not very 
electron dense, they must be treated to enhance their 
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electron-scattering capacity. There are basically three methods 
available for increasing contrast of a specimen; shadowing with a 
heavy metal, positive staining, and negative staining (20). Shadow­
casting involves evaporating, under vacuum, a metal of high atomic 
weight from a small source held at a fixed position from the specimen. 
Any particles in the path of the evaporating metal will block 
deposition of metal on one side of the particle, producing a shadow. 
Contrast in the electron microscope results from the electron beam 
being scattered from areas that are covered with metal. Resolution 
obtained by this technique is limited by the granulation produced by 
the deposited metal. Positive staining with heavy metal salts 
increases contrast by increasing the electron density of the materials 
which take up the stain. Negative staining works in just the opposite 
manner; stain surrounds particles to produce an electron dense back­
ground and a relatively electron transparent particle. 
Shadowcasting 
Techniques that have been employed to count virus particles 
have used shadowing as a means of increasing the contrast of 
preparations (43, 46, 50). Therefore, a Millipore filtered sample of 
activated sludge mixed 1iquor was sedimented onto 1 .5% (w/v) agar 
blocks in an SU particle counting rotor (48) at 31,500 x g for 30 
minutes. Pseudoreplicas were prepared by the method of Mayor et al. 
(34). A drop of collodion was placed on the agar block on which 
phage had been sedimented. When dry, the collodion membrane with 
phages attached was floated off the agar block in a water bath. An 
electron microscope grid was placed on the floating membrane and the 
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grid, with membrane attached, was transferred to a peg to dry. The 
pseudorepl icas mounted on grids were lightly shadowed at an angle of 
15 degrees with chromium, and examined in the electron microscope. 
The collodion membrane was covered with much debris and some bacterial 
cells, and all were uniformly shadowed. Several round dense particles 
were seen which could have been phages, but only a few of them had 
tails. If there were any small phages present, it is likely that 
their tails were completely buried by the metal. Although shadow­
casting has been used with samples containing large viruses, e.g. 
vaccinia, T2 (29, 45, 47), it is known to hide much of the fine 
structure of smaller viruses (49). Therefore, because of the 
possibility that the tails of some of the smaller phages were buried, 
and because there was a chance that some phages were hidden in the 
shadows cast by debris, an alternative method of increasing contrast 
was pursued. 
Negative Staining 
Because negative staining has been used widely to reveal the 
ultra structure of virus particles (7, 8, 20), this technique was 
examined for its usefulness in making bacteriophages easily 
recognizable. Specimens were prepared as in the previous experiment; 
however, after drying of the grid-mounted pseudoreplica, a drop of 2% 
phosphotungstic acid (pH 5.5) was placed on the pseudoreplica for 30 
seconds. Ex~ess stain was drawn off with absorbent paper, and 
specimens were dried, carbon coated, and examined in the electron 
microscope. All of the specimens examined showed an electron dense 
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background with lighter areas surrounding debris. Since individual 
phage particles could not be seen either in regions covered by stain 
or in regions where debris had prevented deposition of the stain, 
this technique was abandoned. 
Positive Staining 
Positive staining with salts of heavy me t als has been used to 
differentiate regions of animal tissues contai ning nucleic acids. 
Marinozzi (33) observed that histological spec imens of animal tissues 
fixed with formalin or acrolein were selective l y stained by lead salts 
in regions that contained ribonucleoproteins and by uranyl acetate in 
regions that contained deoxyribonucleoproteins . Huxley and Zubay (22) 
described the preferential staining of nucleic acid cores of both RNA 
(e.g. turnip yellow mosaic virus) and DNA viruses (e.g. T and r2 7 
phages) by uranyl acetate. Smith and Melnick (49) have described 
conditions for staining viruses with uranyl acetate during the 
preparation of pseudoreplicas as required for Sharp's sedimentation 
technique. Under specific conditions they found that uranyl acetate 
stained the RNA and DNA of viruses and also the protein structures, 
and that DNA was stained more intensely than either the RNA or 
protein. 
Fixation prior to staining; lead and uranyl acetate staining. 
Fixation of a specimen prior to staining with lead or uranyl acetate 
was examined to determine if the contrast of the specimen was 
increased. Pseudoreplicas were prepared from samples of mixed 1iquor 
as in the previous experiment, up to the point prior to shadow­
casting. Formal in (10% v/v) containing lanthanum nitrate (0.5%w/v), 
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saturated lead hydroxide, and uranyl acetate (0 . 5% w/v) were prepared 
according to Marinozzi (33). Separate drops of fixative, stains, and 
distilled water were placed on paraffin. Grid-mounted pseudoreplicas 
were placed, membrane side down, on top of sepa rate drops of the 
formalin-lanthanum fixative. After 15 minutes, grids were transferred 
to drops of distil led water and left there for 15 minutes. Half of 
the grids were then stained with _lead hydroxide and the other half 
with uranyl acetate. After staining for 1 minu t e excess stain was 
carefully drawn off with absorbent paper. Preparations were examined 
in the electron microscope. Many cells were observed on the lead 
stained specimens, but no phage could be seen. On the uranyl acetate 
stained specimens, bacteria were also stained; however, many phages 
were evident with darkly stained heads and light ly stained tails. It 
was concluded that staining with uranyl acetate gave better contrast 
to phages in the mixed liquor than did lead sta i ning. When specimens 
stained with uranyl acetate without prior fixat ion were compared with 
ones that had been fixed, no significant differ ence in the contrast 
of phage particles was noted. Therefore, with f uture preparations 
preliminary fixation of samples was not carried out . 
Staining with uranyl acetate . Smith and Melnick (49) described 
conditions for staining viruses with uranyl acet ate so t hat maximum 
contrast was obtained. The pseudoreplica, prepa red according to 
Sharp, is floated off the agar block onto the s urface of the staining 
solution (0.25 to 0.5% uranyl acetate, pH 2 . 2 to 4.6). After 10 to 
20 seconds (exact time not important) the membra ne is removed from the 
stain and mounted on an electron microscope spec imen grid. Under 
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these conditions the stated procedure has several advantages: the 
uranyl acetate acts as a fixative which prevents distortion of phages 
during the stripping and drying processes; the stain produces enough 
contrast in the viruses so that they can be easily distinguished from 
non-nucleic acid debris; morphological details of tailed phages are 
preserved sufficiently that they can be distinguished from other plant 
and animal viruses; the type of nucleic acid can be tentatively 
identified; the technique can be easily used in conjunction with the 
sedimentation technique of Sharp. 
Staining time - Because of the many manipulations made with the 
agar block during the stripping process, at least 45 seconds were 
required to complete a single stripping procedure. Smith and Melnick 
(49) recommended staining for 10 to 20 seconds but also added that 
the time was not critical. It was noted that no appreciable reduction 
in contrast occurred if the pseudoreplica remained on the stain for 
up to 60 seconds. Periods longer than a minute resulted in a uniform 
staining of both debris and phages on the membrane. Zobel and Beer 
(59) found that this lack of specificity of uranium ions also occurred 
when uranyl acetate concentrations of 2% (w/v) or higher were used. 
When specimens were stained for 45 to 60 seconds with uranyl acetate, 
pH 4.6, the phage heads were heavily stained and were easily 
recognizable against the lightly stained background debris. Tails of 
phages were not heavily stained but could be easily recognized on most 
phages. 
Reduction of stain build up - When more than one stripping of 
the agar block was made there was a build up of stain on the 
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pseudoreplicas, especially around the edges of grid holes. This build 
up of stain reduced contrast and made it more difficult to recognize 
phages . Three methods were tested to prevent build up of stain. 
First, the concentration of uranyl acetate was reduced from 0.5% (w/v) 
to 0.25% (w/v). This reduced the intensity of staining of phages with 
only a slight reduction in the build up of sta i n. Next, strippings 
were made alternately in stain and deionized water. The first 
stripping was made in stain, the second in water, and so forth. The 
number of phages per grid hole was counted on pseudoreplicas of each 
stripping. The results are shown in Table 14. The build up of stain 
was not as noticeable this time. However, the number of phages was 
considerably less on pseudoreplicas stripped i n water than it was on 
consecutive pseudoreplicas stripped in stain . This finding indicated 
that some of the phages were not stained or that stripping in water 
~as not as effective as in stain. Therefore, s tripping alternately 
in stain and water was not used. 
Thirdly, excess stain was washed off afte r each stripping. A 
drop of water was placed on both the grid-moun t ed pseudoreplica and 
the agar block after each stripping, and inmed iately drawn off with 
absorbent paper. This mild treatment effective ly prevented stain 
build up and resulted in preparations of much higher contrast. 
Release of Adsorbed Phages 
Because of the high concentration of bac t erial cells and debris 
in samples of activated sludge mixed liquor, samples had to be 
clarified before phages could be ass~yed . Therefore, any phages 
adsorbed to bacteria or debris would be removed during this primary 
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clarification. Three methods were tested to release adsorbed phages: 
blending, sonication, and treatment with enzymes. A 100-ml sample of 
activated sludge mixed liquor was blended for 10 minutes with a 
Waring Blender operated at maximum speed. Ano t her 25-ml sample of 
mixed 1 iquor was sonicated, for 2 minutes, at power setting 3 
(1.4_ g sonic pressure). Samples of the same mixed liquor were also 
treated with enzymes. Three ml samples of mixed liquor were placed 
in each of nine test-tubes. Three ml of 0.1% (w/v) $Olutions of 
papain, pronase, and lysozyme were added respectively to tubes of 
mixed liquor in triplicate. The mixtures were incubated in a 29 C 
water-bath and a tube of each enzyme mixture was removed after 3, 10, 
and 30 minutes of incubation and placed on ice . All of the samples 
of mixed liquor treated either by blending, sonication or enzyme 
action were Millipore filtered. The filtrates were used to make 
electron microscope preparations by means of Sharp's sedimenta t ion 
technique and by staining with 0.5% (w/v) uranyl acetate for 45 to 60 
$econds. Samples were sedimented for 1 hour at 31,500 x g onto 1. 5% 
(w/v) agar blocks. Examination in the electron microscope showed 
that specimens prepared from blended and sonicated samples were 
covered with debris, which made it impossible t o recognize phage 
particles. Apparently, blending and sonication had pulverized the 
debris so that it could pass through a Millipore filter and contaminate 
the preparation. All of the enzyme treated samples formed a 
precipitate when placed in the stripping bath of uranyl acetate and 
the electron microscope preparations were high ly contaminated with 
the residue. It was concluded that it was not practical to release 
adsorbed phages with these techniques because the quality of the 
electron microscope preparations was greatly reduced in the process. 
Counting Procedure 
It became apparent that it was impractical to use Sharp's 
electron micrograph counting technique for counting phages on 
preparations of mixed liquor. Sharp counted the number of viruses on 
five electron micrographs of a preparation, at a magnification of at 
least 1,70a times (48). The actual area surveyed by the five electron 
micrographs was 4.2 x 10-3 mm2 . To recognize phages of various sizes 
in the mixed liquor it was considered necessary to photograph the 
preparations at a magnification of between 10,000 and 12,000 times. 
Therefore, at this magnification one would have to take between 150 
and 250 electron micrographs i~ order to survey the same area as did 
Sharp. Furthermore, Sharp's samples were sufficiently concentrated 
that ~etween 40 and 1,000 virus particles were counted on one electron 
micrograph. At this point of the investigation the average electron 
micrograph made of a preparation of activated sludge mixed liquor 
contained between one and five phage particles. Therefore, the 
concentration of phages on the preparations was at the limit required 
6for detection by the assay, which was stated by Sharp to be 10 
particles per ml (46). 
It was found practical to count directly the phage particles on 
an electron micrograph preparation instead of counting them on an 
electron micrograph taken of the preparation. A grid hole on a 
200-mesh electron microscope grid provided a suitable standard area 
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in which to count phage particles. The dimensions of 45 grid holes 
were measured using a light microscope with an ocular micrometer. The 
mean value for the area of a grid hole was found to be 7.2 x 10-3 mm2 . 
The coefficient of variance of the grid hole was less than 2% for 
holes on the same grid, holes on other grids of the same lot, and 
holes on grids purchased at three different ti mes, but of the same 
make. The average area of a grid hole was almost twice that covered 
by the five micrographs used by Sharp. The electron microscope stage 
manipulators allowed a grid hole to be scanned in a straight line from 
one edge across to the opposite edge. Then wi t h another manipulator 
the grid could be moved perpendicular to the f ield just scanned by 
one visible field and th~n scanned in the oppos ite direction. This 
scanning oper~tion was continued until the who l e grid hole was 
covered. The time required to scan the area of one hole in a 200-mesh 
grid depended on the quality of the electron microscope preparation 
and the number of phages present. Generally, if a preparation had 
good contrast and little contamination, 500 to 1,000 phages per grid 
hole could be counted in 20 minutes while concentrations of 50 phages, 
or less, per grid hole could be counted in less than 10 minutes. 
Also, in all quantitative analyses phages were counted in two 
randomly selected grid holes to verify even distribution of particles . 
In principle, the total concentration of phages in a sample was 
calculated in a similar way to that used by Sharp. The area in which 
viruses were counted (7.2 x 10-3 mm2) was multiplied by the height of 
the liquid in the sedimentation chamber above t he agar block (11 mm), 
to obtain the volume from which particles were sedimented 
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(7.92 x 10-3 ITIT13). Knowing this volume the number of phages per 
milliliter was calculated by dividing the volume into 1,000 (cm3/ITIT13) 
and multiplying the resulting quotient (1 .26 x 104) by the average 
number of phages per grid hole. 
Direct counting of bacteriophages in the electron microscope 
has several advantages over methods requiring electron micrographs of 
a sample. These are: recognition of phage particles is not limited 
to the set magnification of the electron micrograph; error involved 
in calibration of the electron microscope does not affect the 
accuracy of the assay; because of the larger area scanned, concen­
4trations of particles as low as 10 per ml can be assayed; preparation 
of electron micrographs is eliminated. 
Receiving Surface 
Comparison of agar and collodion covered glass. Initially, 
Sharp used collodion covered glass blocks as a receiving surface for 
pox viruses (44). Later, agar blocks were employed because they 
permitted solutes in samples to diffuse into the agar while particles 
remained on the surface, thereby reducing the contamination on the 
electron microscope preparation (45). During the early stages of this 
research 1 .5% (w/v) agar blocks were used as receiving surfaces for 
the phages, but it was soon discovered that all of the phages were not 
removed by a single stripping with collodion. In fact, phages were 
observed on pseudoreplicas after five strippings of an agar block 
(Table 15). Therefore, collodion covered glass was tested to 
determine if quantitative recovery of phages could be obtained. 
Glass blocks (2 mm thick) were cut and trimmed so that they fitted 
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into the base of the SU particle sedimenting rotor chamber. The 
surface of four blocks was covered with collod ion and allowed to dry. 
Two of the blocks were covered with a second layer of collodion to 
provide a deeper layer in which phages could be embedded. The glass 
blocks were placed in the rotor chambers with t he collodion covered 
surface facing the inside of the chamber. Two mm agar blocks (1 .5% 
w/v) were placed in the base of the remaining chambers. All of the 
chambers were filled with a Millipore filtered sample of activated 
sludge mixed liquor, and the rotor spun for 1 hour at 31,500 x g. 
After sedimentation, the liquid in the chambers containing glass 
blocks was quantitatively removed and recentri f uged for 1 hour at 
31,500 x g onto identically prepared glass blocks. Because the 
phages were sedimented onto the surface of the collodion on the glass 
blocks, they could not be stained during the s t ripping procedure. 
Therefore, the membranes were floated off the glass blocks onto 
distilled water, transferred to electron microscope grids, and 
stained with a drop of 0.5% (w/v) uranyl aceta t e. After 1 minute 
excess stain was carefully drawn off with abso rbent paper. Electron 
microscope preparations were made from each of the agar blocks in the 
usual manner, except that after removal of the pseudoreplicas the 
agar blocks were removed from the stain, washed with a drop of water, 
returned to the glass slide, and stood on edge to dry. The blocks 
were then recoated with collodion and the stripping procedure 
repeated until three strippings had been made of each block. The 
numbers of phages counted per grid hole on the agar and glass 
preparations are shown in Table 13. The doubl e layered collodion 
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Table 13. Data for the Determination of the Ef ficiency of Phage 
Recovery on Agar and on Col lodion Covered Glass Receiving 
Surfaces. 
Receiving Surface Number of Number of Phages per Total 
Sedimentations Stripping grid hole Phages 
Recovered 
Collodion (1 layer) 
Covered Glass 2 
148 
26 
175 
1 .5% Agar 
Block 1 
1st 
2nd 
3rd 
92 
75 
52 
219 
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membrane was full of bubbles and therefore could not be used. The 
single layer collodion covered glass did not recover all of the 
viruses from suspension on the first sedimentation. Under the same 
conditions the agar surface recovered at least 1.5 times as many 
phages as did the collodion covered glass, but mor~ than one stripping 
was needed to remove phages from the agar surface. Therefore, an agar 
receiving surface was preferred to collodion covered glass. 
Concentration of agar receiving surface. Sharp stated that agar 
concentrations of from 1 to 3% were used (47) but did not indicate 
that the concentration had any effect on recove ry of viruses. An 
experiment was designed to determine the relationship between agar 
concentration in receiving blocks and the numbe r of phages recovered. 
Three different concentrations of agar, 1 .5, 3.0, and 4.5% (w/v) were 
prepared and poured into petri dishes (100-mm d i ameter) and dried at 
37 C for 24 hours prior to use. Sufficient aga r (15 ml) was poured 
into the dishes so that after 24 hours the agar layer was 2 mm thick . 
Comparable concentrations of 11 lon agar 11 were used in a preliminary 
experiment; however, during stripping the collodion membranes would 
not float off the agar blocks. This may have been a result of the 
high purity of the "Ion agar 11 and the nature of the surface of such 
agar blocks. Blocks of agar, at each concentra t ion, were placed in 
the base of the rotor chambers with the air dri ed surface facing the 
inside of the chamber. The chambers were filled with a Millipore 
filtered sample of mixed liquor and centrifuged for 1 hour at 
31,500 x g . Five strippings were made of each block. The first, 
t hird, and fifth strippings were made on 0.5% (w/v) uranyl acetate 
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solution, and the second and fourth were made on distilled water. 
This was done to reduce stain build up on the e l ectron microscope 
preparations. It was noted that after the fifth stripping the 
original 1 cm square agar blocks of the 1 .5% and 3% agar concentrations 
had shrunk to 9 mm and 9.3 mm square respective ly. The 4.5% agar 
blocks had maintained their original size. Phages were counted on 
two separate preparations at each agar concentra tion. Results of 
this experiment are shown in Table 14. The data show that recovery 
of phages was greater at higher concentrations of agar in the receiving 
blocks. Possibly a still higher concentration of agar would result 
in better recovery of phages. 
The above experiment was repeated, except that agar concen­
trations of 1.5, 3.0, 4.5 and 6% (w/v) were used in receiving blocks. 
One of the 6% agar blocks was placed in the rotor chamber so that the 
smooth surface that had been in contact with the bottom of the petri 
dish was the receiving surface. This time all of the five strippings 
were made on a 0~5% (w/v) solution of uranyl acetate. The counts of 
phages per grid hole for each cqncentration of agar are shown in 
Table 15. Of the agar concentrations tested 4. 5% gave maximum 
recovery of phages. Also, the air dried agar surface was better than 
the smoother surface for recovery of phages. The lower recovery of 
phages from blocks with agar concentrations below 4.5% (w/v) may be 
due to the surface being soft enough that phages are either deeply 
embedded and not easily removed by stripping, o r alternately, surface 
bound phages are washed off during the staining procedure. Also, it 
Table 14. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Agar Concentration in Re~eiving Blocks on 
Recovery of Phages from Samples of Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Per Cent Agar Replicate No. of Phages per grid hole on Tota 1 Phages 
Concentration Agar B 1 ock Each of Flve . Pseudoreplicas Recovered per 
(w/v) per agar block grid hole (mean 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th of rep 1 i cates) 
1.5 2 
24 
25 
12 
7 
35 
34 
7 
2 
12 
20 
89 
3.0 2 
233 
175 
53 
51 
63 
75 
-
-
37 
31 
359 
4 . 5 I 
2 
554 
912 
24 
27 
-
-
104 
107 
133 
94 
978 
CX> 
Table 15. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Agar Concentration in Receiving Blocks on 
Recovery of Phages from Samples of Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Per Cent Agar Rep 1 i cate No. of Phages Per Grid Hole on Tota I Phages 
Concentration Grid Hole Each of Five Pseudoreplicas Recovered per 
(w/v) Per Agar Block grid hole (mean 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th of rep 1 i cates) 
1.5 2 
45 
30 
24 
14 
23 
33 
37 
27 
1 2 
26 
136 
3,0 
2 
577 
579 
563 
509 
105 
140 
158 
150 
118 
105 1502 
4.5 I 
2 
798 
962 
566 
563 
322 
331 
111 
142 
133 
122 
2025 
6.0 I 
2 
401 
403 
43 
63 
11 
20 
10 
20 
1 3 
1 7 
501 
CX) 
N 
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may be a combination of both. On the other hand, the 6% agar 
surface was probably so firm that phages could not adhere to it. 
Sedimentation Time 
To obtain maximum recovery of phages, samples of mixed liquor 
must be centrifuged until maximum numbers of the smallest phages are 
sedimented onto the agar. The amount of centrifugal force that could 
be applied was 1imited by the nature of the rotor and the maximum 
speed of the centrifuge; only time of sedimentat ion could be varied .. 
An experiment was designed to compare the number of phages recovered 
after 1, 2, and 3 hours of sedimentation at 31,500 x g. An undiluted, 
Millipore filtered sample of mixed liquor was sedimented onto 2 mm 
agar blocks (4.5% w/v) in three separate runs, for the time specified. 
The pseudorepl icas were floated off the agar blocks in a solution of 
0.5% (w/v) uranyl acetate. Three strippings were made of each 
preparation, and the number of phages was CQunted on three consec~tive 
strippings of the same preparation. The results are given in 
Table 16. The data indicate that, based on three strippings, almost 
twice the number of phages were recovered after a 2-hour spin than 
after 1 hour, but the number of phages recovered did not increase 
significantly after 3 hours of sedimentation. It was also noted that 
there were considerably more of the smaller phages on the preparations 
from the 2-hour spin than from those on the 1-hour spin. It was 
concluded that sedimentation for 2 hours recovered more phages than 
1 hour, but insufficient data were obtained to de termine if 
significantly more phages were recovered afte r 3 hours sedimentation. 
The experiment was repeated with the same Millipore filtered mixed 
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Table 16. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Sedimentation 
Time on Recovery of Bacteriophages from Samples of 
Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor . 
... 
Sedimentation" Replicate No. of Phages per grid Total Phages 
Ti rne (hours) Grids hole on Each of Three Recovered per 
Pseudorepl icas per agar grid hole (mean 
block of rep 1 i cates) 
1st 2nd 3rd 
1020 311 181 1521 
2 987 431 199 
2146 459 371 21492 2 2008 452 456 
3 2194 454 281 2931 
~~ rotor spun at 31,000 xg, at 3 C 
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liquor sample diluted ten times with a solution of 0.9% (w/v) NaCl 
containing 0.001 M magnesium acetate, and sedimented for 2 and 3 
hours. The counts of phages per grid hole on three strippings of 
each preparation are shown in Table 17. It was noticed that during 
stripping of pseudoreplicas, in the uranyl acetate stain, a precipi­
tate formed on the agar blocks; however, phages could be recognized 
on the electron microscope preparations but with increased difficulty. 
The contamination on these preparations was probably responsible for . 
the lower total phage counts obtained in this experiment as compared 
to those shown in Table 16 for the same sample. The results show 
that centrifugation for 2 hours at 31,500 x g and 3 C sedimented 
maximum numbers of phages from samples of activated sludge mixed 
1iquor. Sedimentation for 3 hours did not significantly increase the 
number of phages recovered. 
Dilution of Mixed Liquor Samples 
As the parameters of the technique were improved for optimal 
recovery of phages, it became apparent that the samples would have to 
be diluted so that phage counts could be made easily and accurately. 
A dilution material was needed that would maintain phage integrity 
but would not reduce the quality of the electron microscope preparation. 
In other experiments being performed in the laboratory at this time, 
a 0.03 M phosphate buffer (KH Po 4-Na0H), pH 6.9, was routinely used2 
to maintain stock cultures of T2 and A phages. However, when this 
buffer was used to dilute samples of mixed 1iquor the phosphate formed 
a precipitate in the stripping bath. A solution of 0.9% (w/v) sodium 
chloride containing 0.001 M magnesium acetate was tested but also 
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Table 17. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Sedimentation 
Time on Recovery of Bacteriophages from Samples of 
Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor . 
Sedimentation * Rep 1 i cate No. of Phages per grid Total phages 
Time (hours) Grid Holes hole on each of three recovered per 
pseudo rep 1 i cas per agar grid hole 
block. (mean of 
1st 2nd 3rd rep 1i ca tes) 
207 34 152 233 
2 166 33 12 
237 29 6 3 223 
2 147 20 8 
·;',: 
rotor spun at 31,000 X g at 3C
' 
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produced a residue on the electron microscope preparations. Luria 
and Darnel 1 (28, p. 156) suggested that a glycerol-containing medium 
be used for storage of viruses. Therefore, a 1% (v/v) solution of 
glycerol in deionized water was tested. A 1-ml sample of Millipore 
filtered activated sludge mixed liquor was diluted with 9 ml of the 
1% glycerol solution. Portions of this mixture were centrifuged for 
2 hours at 31,500 x g onto 4.5% (w/v) agar blocks. Three strippings 
were made of each preparation in 0.5% (w/v) uranyl acetate and the 
pseudorepl icas mounted on electron microscope grids and examined in 
the electron microscope. All phages were heavily stained and no 
ghosts were seen. A 1% (w/v) solution of glycerol was routinely 
used to dilute all future samples of activated sludge mixed liquor 
for total phage assays. 
Primary Clarification of Samples 
In all of the previous experiments bacteria and debris had 
been partially removed from samples of mixed liquor by Millipore 
filtering prior to sedimentation of samples onto agar blocks. 
However, it was suggested that phages were being removed from samples 
by adsorbing to the Millipore filter (personal communication to 
M. J. B. Paynter from Dr. Jane Setlow, O.R.N.L. Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee). An experiment was designed to determine if the 
concentration of cells and debris could be reduced below the 
sensitivity of the phage assay by differential centrifugation, and if 
fewer phages were removed by this treatment than by Millipore 
filtering. A preliminary experiment was performed to obtain some idea 
of the minimum centrifugal force required to sediment bacteria and 
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debris from the mixed 1iquor. A 25-ml sample of mixed 1iquor was 
sedimented for 15 minutes at 5,000 x g. After sedimentation the top 
two-thirds of the sample were carefully pipetted off to avoid 
removing any of the pellet; this supernatant was examined in a 
Petroff-Hausser counting chamber to determine the total bacterial 
6
concentration. This was approximately 10 per ml which is the 
minimum concentration that can be detected with t he Petroff-Hausser 
chamber. It was concluded that centrifugation for 15 minutes at 
5,000 x g sufficiently clarified samples of mixed liquor so that the 
remaining bact~ria and debris would not interfere with the phage 
assay. 
An experiment was performed to compare the effectiveness of 
centrifugation and Millipore filtering for clarification of samples 
without lowering the phage counts. A 25-ml sample of mixed liquor 
was clarified by Millipore filtering and a similar sample was 
centrifuged for 15 minutes ~t 5,000 x g. The top two-thirds of the 
supernatant of the centrifuged sample were pipetted off and used for 
the phage assay. Both Millipore filtered and centrifuged samples 
were diluted ten times with 1% (v/v) glycerol and then were 
sedimented for 2 hours at 31,500 x g onto 2 mm agar blocks (4.5% w/v). 
Three strippings of each agar block were made on a solution of 0 . 5% 
(w/v) uranyl acetate. The number of phages counted per grid hole on 
the three strippings of each preparation is shown in Table 18 . Based 
on the total of three strippings, twice as many phages remained in 
samples that had been centrifuged compared to those that had been 
Millipore filtered. Furthermore, it was observed that the electron 
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Table 18. Data for the Determination of the Effect of Method 
of Primary Clarification on Removal of Bacteriophages 
from Samples of Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Method of Replicate No. of Phages per grid Tota1 Phages 
Clarification Grid Hole hole on Each of Three Recove red per 
Pseudorepl icas per agar grid hole (mean 
block of replicates) 
1st 2nd 3rd 
Centrifugation 
(15 min. at 
15,000 xg) 2 
333 
330 
89 
89 
18 
24 
444 
Millipore 
Filtering 
(0.45 1-1 pore 
size) 
2 
120 
100 
97 
93 
40 
32 
226 
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microscope preparations made from centrifuged samples were sufficiently 
free of debris to permit easy recognition and counting of phage 
particles. Because mild centrifugation was much below the force 
required to sediment even the larger vaccinia viruses (48), it was 
doubtful that few, if any, of the phages in suspension would be 
removed by this treatment. Therefore, future samples were clarified 
by mild centrifugation. 
Quantitative Removal of Phages from Agar Blocks 
Before the assay could be used to measure t otal bacteriophage 
concentrations, it was necessary to know the number of strippings 
required to remove all of the phages from agar blocks. Electron 
microscope preparations were made of samples of mixed liquor using 
all of the previously standardized techniques. A 25-ml sample of 
activated sludge mixed 1iquor was centrifuged fo r 15 minutes at 
5,000 x g and 3 C to remove debris and cells. The top two-thirds of 
the supernatant were removed and diluted ten times with 1% (v/v) 
glycerol. The diluted sample was sedimented for 2 hours at 
31,500 x g onto 2 mm agar blocks (4.5% w/v). Ten strippings were 
made, from each of three blocks, in 0.5% (w/v) uranyl acetate. All 
preparations were carbon coated and phages were counted in two grid 
holes on each grid with the electron microscope. The same procedure 
was repeated with a sample of mixed liquor taken from the same sewage 
plant a month later. The numbers of phages coun t ed per grid hole on 
all preparations are found in Table 19. Although some phages were 
removed on the tenth stripping, the number was less than 5% of the 
cumulative total on previous strippings; therefo r e, no more strippings 
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Table 19. Data for the Determination of the Eff iciency of Recovery 
of Phages from Agar Blocks Sedimented from Mixed Liquor. 
Month of Sample Number of Phage Count per grid Per Cent of Total 
Collection Stripping hole on each of three Phages Recovered 
(1969) agar blocks (counts on each Stripping 
are means of two holes) per agar b 1 ock 
1 2 3 1 2 
1st 254 232 307 65 61 65 
2nd 64 56 76 16 14 16 
3rd 38 38 36 1 O 10 7 
4th 8 12 12 2 3 3 
August 5th 8 11 10 2 3 2 
6th 8 10 13 2 3 3 
7th 2 6 2 0.5 2 o.4 
8th 2 5 5 0.5 
9th 2 5 6 0.5 
10th 3 4 3 o.8 o.6 
1st 472 440 459 62 64 64 
2nd 112 89 97 14 13 1 3 
3rd 75 70 66 10 10 9 
4th 30 22 25 4 3 3 
October 5th 30 20 21 4 3 3 
6th 16 1 7 18 2 2 3 
7th 8 6 10 
8th 2 7 11 0.3 
9th 5 6 9 0.7 
10th 11 11 5 2 
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were made. By considering the cumulative total of phages recovered 
after ten strippings as 100%, the percentage of phage recovered by 
each stripping was calculated, and the percentages for the two samples 
were analyzed by regression analysis. It was found that a constant 
percentage of the total phage was removed on equal strippings even 
though the total concentration of phages was different for the two 
samples. Therefore, it was possible to predict the total number of 
phages recovered on ten strippings by dividing the number of phages 
recovered on the first stripping by the fraction of the total which 
it represented (0.61 ± 0.026). 
Although the recovery of phages on equal strippings was the 
same for samples of mixed liquor prepared in an identical manner, it 
was not known if the same trend of recovery would be obtained for 
samples of sewage. Electron microscope preparations were made from 
a sample of sewage using the same procedure as in the previous 
experiment. Phages were counted in two grid holes of each grid on a 
trip! icated series of ten strippings each. So few phage were found 
on the sewage preparations that after five strippings only one to five 
phage could be found per grid hole. Therefore, the total phage 
concentration was based on the total number of phages recovered on 
five strippings. Data for this experiment are given in Table 20. 
The actual sum of the mean number of phages recovered on five strip­
pings of three agar blocks is 102. If the number of phages on the 
first stripping (62, mean count of three agar blocks) represents 61 % 
of the total, as indicated by the previous experiment, then the 
estimated total number of phage recovered would be 101 .6. The 
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Table 20 . Data for the Determination of the Repeatability of Recovery 
of Phages from Agar Blocks. 
Number of Phage Count per grid Per Cent of Total 
Stripping hole on each of three Phages Recovered 
agar blocks (counts on Each Strippi ng 
are means of two holes) per agar block 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
1st 65 58 62 62 62 58 
2nd 17 15 22 16 16 21 
3rd 16 15 15 15 16 14 
4th 4 4 5 4 4 5 
5th 2 2 3 2 2 3 
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similarity of the calculated and actual number of phages recovered 
demonstrates the reliability with which phage concentrations can be 
calculated from a single stripping of an agar block on which phages 
have been sedimented according to the above procedure. 
Standardized Procedure for Counting Bacteriophages 
in Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor 
The standardized procedure adopted for counting bacteriophages 
in the aqueous environments of sewage and activated sludge mixed 
1iquor is as follows. Samples of mixed 1iquor or sewage were stored 
on ice prior to treatment. The samples were clarified by centrifu­
gation for 15 minutes at 5,000 x g and 3 C, and the top two-thirds of 
the supernatant were removed and diluted with 1% (w/v) glycerol 
(pH 7). The diluted samples were sedimented for 2 hours at 31,500 x g 
and 3 C onto 2 mm thick agar blocks using the SU particle 
sedimentation rotor (Figure 11-A). Agar blocks were prepared by 
pouring 15 ml of a 4.5% (w/v) agar solution into a petri dish (100-mm 
diameter) so that after drying for 25 hours at 37 C the agar was 
2 mm thick. One cm square agar blocks were cut from the agar and the 
air-dried surface used as the receiving surface. After sedimentation 
the liquid was carefully pipetted out of the chambers, the agar block 
removed from the chamber (Figure 11-B), placed on a glass slide, and 
stood on edge to dry (Figure 11-C). The surface of the agar block 
was covered with a drop of 1% nitrocellulose in amyl acetate 
(collodion) and the excess removed by touching the corner of the agar 
block to filter paper, and the block stood on edge to dry. When dry, 
the collodion membrane was floated off the agar block onto the 
G 
FIGURE 11. TECHNIQUES FOR PREPARING PSEUDOREPLICAS USING THE 
MODIFIED SEDIMENTATION PROCEDURE. 
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surface of a solution of 0.5% (w/v) uranyl acetate, pH 4.6 
(Fi gure 11-0). Total time of staining was 45 to 60 seconds. Agar 
blocks were removed from the staining solution and one drop of 
deionized water placed on the surface. The agar block was returned 
to the glass slide, stood on edge to dry, and the above stripping 
procedure repeated if more than one stripping was desired. A 
200-mesh electron microscope grid was placed on top of the floatin g 
membrane, convex side against the membrane, (Figure 11-E) . Both g rid 
and membrane were picked up with a metal washer, the hole of the 
washer being placed over the grid and the edge touched to the mem­
brane (Figure 11-F). The washer, with membrane and grid attached, 
was brought down over a metal peg so that the grid remained on top 
of the peg and the membrane was pulled down over the surface of th e 
grid (Figure 11-G). A drop of deionized water was placed on the 
surface of the pseudoreplica and the excess water drawn off with 
absorbent paper (Figure 11-H). The pseudoreplica was carbon coated 
for protection against the electron beam. Phages were counted in 
randomly selected grid holes at a magnification of about 10,000 times 
using the electron microscope. Higher magnifications were used to 
recognize smaller particles if necessary. The total phage concen­
tration was calculated using the following formula: 
N 4Total Phage Concentration per ml 
- Q.b1 X 1 .27 x 10 X D 
where N = the number of phages counted per grid hole on the f irs t 
stripping of the agar block, D = the dilution factor of the sample , 
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0.61 = the fraction of the total phages recovered on the fir s t 
4
stripping, and 1 .27 x 10 = the number of volumes from which pha ges 
were counted that are in 1 ml. 
Investigation of Bacteriophage Ecology in 
the Activated Sludge System 
The procedures developed for isolating bac t eria and for 
quantitizing bacteriophages were used to study bacteriooha ~e e cology 
in the activated sludge system. First, many bac t eria were isolated 
from each of three segments of the bacterial population of the system, 
and each strain was tested for sensitivity to bac teriophages present 
in the system. Phage titers were determined for different portions 
of the activated sludge system using those organ i sms found to be 
hosts, and total phage counts were determined us i ng the total phage 
assay that had been developed. These studies we re expected to show 
the total bacteriophage concentration in the sys t em, whether or not 
bacteriophages were being produced in the activa t ed sludge reactor, 
which organisms were hosts, and what fraction of the total pha ge 
population was parasitic on each host. 
Isolation of Dominant Bacterial St rains 
Bacterial hosts for phages were isolated f r om three segments of 
the bacterial population of the system: the dominant bacteria i n 
sewage entering the reactor; the dominant bacteria in the reactor, 
including clumped bacteria; and the dominant bac t eria of the 
nonclumped bacterial population of the reactor. In each case dominant 
bacteria were selected by isolation of colonies f rom the highest 
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serial dilutions giving growth of at least ten colonies. Isolations 
were made once in June and once in July 1969. 
Isolation of dominant bacteria in mixed 1 iquor. A 10-ml sample 
of mixed liquor was diluted with 90 ml of dilution material that had 
been cooled to 4 C. This diluted sample was kept on ice while bein g 
blended for 30 minutes with an Omni-Mixer Homogenizer operated at 
115 volts. Total cell counts were made of the dispersed sample. 
A 0.5-ml portion of the blended mixed liquor was tenfold serially 
diluted with 4.5 ml of standard dilution material, and a 0.1-ml 
6
sample of the 10 and 107 dilutions was spread on ASE agar medium. 
Platings of each dilution were made in quadruplicate and incubated at 
20 to 25 C for 5 days, after which colony counts were made. 
Isolation of dominant nonclumped bacteria~ the mixed 1iquor. 
A 500-ml sample of mixed 1iquor was allowed to stand for 30 minutes 
to permit clumped cells to settle out. Total cell counts were made 
of the supernatant of the settled mixed liquor. Serial dilutions and 
platings were made and the plates incubated as described in the 
previous experiment, except that platings were made from the 104, 105 , 
6
and 10 dilutions. 
Isolation of dominant bacteria from sewage. A 500-ml sample of 
sewage was obtained from the reactor at a point just before entering 
the primary settling tank. Total eel 1 counts were made; it was noted 
that few bacteria were in clumps. Therefore, the sample was not 
treated to disperse clumped bacterial cells. The sewage was serially 
diluted and plated as in the previous experiment except that 
tryptone, glucose, yeast extract medium (TGY) was used as the growth 
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medium. TGY medium (plate count agar) was recommended for routine 
bacteriological examination of water (51, p. 592). The olates were 
incubated at 20 to 25 C until maximum colony counts were obtained 
(48 hours). 
Purification Procedure 
After the plates had been incubated for 5 to 2 days, depe nd in g 
on whether they were inoculated with mixed liquor or sewage, the 
colonies on plates of the highest dilution giving growth of at least 
ten colonies were examined with a dissecting microscope. Those 
colonies having si mil ar morphologies were given a number which was 
etched below the colonies on the bottom of the plastic petri dish 
with the point of a needle. A representative colony of each type was 
picked with a sterile loop and streaked on a plate of the same medium 
on which they had been isolated. A preliminary experiment showed 
that some of the bacteria isolated from the mixed liquor grew best 
at 22 C whereas others grew best at 37 C; however, all strains grew 
at 30 C. All bacterial strains isolated from sewage grew well at 
30 C. Therefore, after initial isolation al 1 cultures were grown at 
30 C. When visible growth could be seen on the streaked plates, wel 1 
isolated colonies were picked and streaked on pl ates of TGY medium. 
Each isolate was transferred in the same manner a third ti me, after 
which gram stains were made of each isolate and examined micro­
scopically to make sure that each culture conta i ned cells of a single 
morphology. The isolates were then transferred to an agar slant of 
TGY medium and maintained as stock cultures. Al l stock cultures were 
transferred to fresh TGY agar slan t s every 2 to 3 weeks. 
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It was found that the bacterial isolates from mixed 1iquor 
could be transferred to TGY medium without loss of viability. 
Therefore, because of convenience, bacteria isolated from mixed 
liquor were transferred to TGY medium after the first transfer on 
ASE medium. However, bacteria which gave scant growth on TGY agar 
did not grow sufficiently in TGY broth to permit their use as 
indicator organisms in the plaque assay. Therefore, growth in TGY 
broth of several bacterial isolates from mixed liquor was compared 
with growth in four other broth media: protease peptone yeast 
extract; ASE; ASE supplemented with 0.235%TGY; and an enriched 
medium. It was found that none of the broth media tested gave any 
better growth of the organisms than did TGY medium. Therefore, TGY 
medium was also used to grow all of the bacterial isolates in broth 
cultures. 
Testing of Bacterial Strains for Ability to Host Bacteriophages 
Each of the bacterial isolates was tested for sensitivity to 
bacteriophages in the activated sludge system. Twenty-five ml 
portions of the untreated samples of sewage and mixed liquor which 
had been used for isolation of bacteria had also been filtered 
through a 0.45 µ Millipore filter. The filtered samples were stored 
in sealed, sterile containers at 3 to 4 C. Plaque assays were 
performed on the Millipore filtered sample of sewage and mixed 1iquor 
using each of the bacterial isolates as an indicator organism for the 
same sample from which it had been isolated. The data for both June 
and July experiments are shown in Table 21. 
Table 21. Screening of Bacterial Strains for Sens itivity to Bacteriophages in the Activated 
Sludge System. 
Month of Sample Source of Total Cells Viable Cell Di 1 u ti on from Number of Number of 
Collection Sample (per m 1 . ) Count which Strains Bacterial Strains 
(1969) (per m1• ) were isolated Isolates Sensitive 
Tested to Phage 
8Sewage 4 .6 X 10 1 .40 X 107 106 6 
,t: 10 X 109 108June B 1 ended M . L. 2.0 X 10 1 .35 7 0 
-/:;'; 6 6 105S.S.M.L. 9.4 X 10 8.8 X 10 7 
1068 7 8Sewage 4.8 X 10 1. 12 X 10 
8 108July Blended M.L. 1.5 X 109 9.8 X 10 1 1 0 
6 6 105S.S. M.L. 9.4 X 10 6.2 X 10 9 0 
* Mixed Liquor (M.L.) 
,•n~ Supernatant of Settled Mixed Liquor (S.S.M.L.) 
~ 
0 
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In June a total of 23 colonies were isolated; six strains were 
6from a 10 dilution of sewage, one of which was found to be sensitive 
8to phage. Nine strains were isolated from the 10 dilution of 
dispersed mixed 1iquor, but only seven of the isolates would grow 
well enough in TGY broth for use in the plaque assay. None of these 
nine isolates were sensitive for phages in the mixed 1iquor. Eight 
strains were isolated from the 105 dilution of the supernatant of 
settled mixed 1iquor. However, one strain did not grow well enough 
in broth medium for use in the plaque assay. One of the seven 
strains tested was a host for phages in the system. The two strains 
of host bacteria found in the samples of sewage and mixed liquor 
obtained in June were designated by the symbols S-6 and M-6 
respectively. 
In July, 33 bacterial colonies were isolated. Eight strains 
6 
were isolated from the 10 dilution of sewage, one of which was a 
host for phage. Eleven of the 13 strains of bacteria isolated from 
blended mixed 1 iquor grew wel 1 enough to be used as indicators, but 
none of them were hosts for phages in the reactor. Nine of the 12 
strains of bacteria isolated from the supernatant of settled mixed 
1iquor grew wel 1 enough in broth to be used as indicators, but none 
of them were hosts for phages in the reactor. The single sensitive 
host bacterial strain isolated in July was designated as S-7. 
All three hosts for phages isolated in June and July were gram 
negative rods and formed surface colonies on TGY agar. Strain S-6 
formed colonies that were off-white, glistening, raised, amorphous, 
and opaque with an entire edge. Strain S-7 formed colonies that were 
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off-white, glistening, convex, amorphous, and opaque with an entire 
edge. Strain M-6 formed colonies that were off-white, dull, flat, 
amorphous, and opaque with an erase edge. The cellular morphologies 
of the isolates were observed under a microscope with phase-contrast 
illumination. Each isolate was grown for 24 hours on a plate of TGY 
medium, incubated at 20 to 25 C, and a wet mount was made from a 
portion of a colony, suspended in 0.025 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8). 
Strain S-6 was a slender rod (0.4 x 2.0 µ) with pointed ends. Strain 
S-7 was a short fat rod (0.9 x 1 .8 µ) with blunt ends. Strain M-6 
was similar in morphology to strain S-7 with dimensions of 0.5 x 
1 .6 µ; however, it was the only motile organism of the three isolates. 
Growth curves of each strain are shown in Figure 12. A variety of 
plaque morphologies were observed with each of the indicator organisms. 
Phage particles could be recognized on electron micrograph prepara­
tions made from plaques of each isolate; however, the quality of these 
preparations was insufficient to permit definite characterization of 
their morphologies. It was concluded that the three bacterial 
isolates were different from each other based on cellular and colony 
morphologies and on the differences in phage titers obtained for the 
same samples of sewage and mixed liquor (see Table 22). 
Some Morphological Types of Bacteriophages in 
Activated Sludge, Mixed Liquor, and Sewage 
During the course of this research electron micrographs were 
made of representative morphologies of bacteriophages observed in 
samples of activated sludge mixed 1iquor and sewage. In general, a 
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greater variety of morphologies were present in mixed liquor samples 
(see Figures 13, 14, 15) than in sewage samples (see Figure 16). Less 
than ten tail less viruses, either plant, animal, or bacterial, were 
noted during this work. The most prevalent morphological type was 
type '2_ (see Introduction), having a head with hexagonal outline, and 
a tail that was rigid and longer than the maximum head dimensions. 
Phage Titers and Total Phage Concentrations 
in the Activated Sludge System 
Millipore filtered samples of sewage and mixed liquor which 
had been obtained in May, June, and July of 1969 and stored in 
sterile containers at 3 to 4 C were assayed for phages using the 
three sensitive bacterial strains as indicator organisms. Plaque 
assays were made on each sample with cultures of indicator organisms 
grown for 10 hours, which is approximately half way into their 
logarithmic phase of growth under the experimental conditions. The 
total phage assay was performed on samples of sewage and mixed liquor 
obtained in June and on samples of mixed liquor obtained in July. 
In August 1969 the same analyses were performed on samples of 
sewage and mixed 1iquor as previously described except that the 
analyses were performed immediately after the samples were returned 
to the laboratory and Millipore filtered. The total phage assay was 
also performed on the samples using all of the standardized techniques 
except primary clarification by differential centrifugation. The data 
obtained from the plaque assays and total phage assays for the months 
of May, June, July, and August are given in Table 22. The data were 
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FIGURE 13. SOME MORPHOLOGICAL TYPES OF BACTER IOPHAGES IN ACTIVATED 
SLUDGE MIXED LIQUOR . (magnification= 76,500 times) 
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FIGURE 14. SOME MORPHOLOGICAL TYPES OF BACTERIOPHAGES IN ACTIVATED 
SLUDGE MIXED LIQUOR . (magnification= 76,500 except 
N = 84,150 times) 
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FIGURE 15. SOME MORPHOLOGICAL TYPES OF BACTERIOPHAGES IN ACTIVATED 
SLUDGE MIXED LIQUOR. (magnification= 76,500 times) 
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FIGURE 16. SOME MORPHOLOGICAL TYPES OF BACTERIOPHAGES IN SEWAGE. 
(magnification= 76,500 times) 
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Table 22. Total Bacteriophage Counts and Plaque Counts for Samples of 
Sewage and Activated Sludge Mixed Liquor. 
Month of Sample Type of Indicator Phage Titer Significant 
Collection Assay 0 rgan ism (per ml . ) Difference 
(1969) Sewage Mixed at 5 per 
Liquor cent leve·l 
May 
June 
July 
August 
Pl aque'': 
P 1 aque 
Plaque 
P 1 aque 
Plaque 
Total 
Plaque 
Plaque 
Plaque 
Total 
Plaque 
Plaque 
P 1 aque 
Total 
M-6 
S-6 
M-6 
s-6 
S-7 
M-6 
S-6 
S-7 
M-6 
s-6 
S-7 
950 
467 
1650 
4700 
51 .65x1 o 
0 
33 
2516 
330 
0 
290 
1 .28x107 
520 
367 
400 
1670 
4403 
63.02x10 
0 
1400 
64.39x10 
20 
23 
300 
5 .51x10 7 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Yes 
None 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
None 
Yes 
... 
"All values for plaque counts are means of triplicate platings. 
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statistically analyzed to determine if the coun t s for mixed liquor 
and sewage for a given sample were significantl y different at the 5% 
level of significance (52). 
The findings of the above analyses show t hat the plaque titers 
of samples of mixed I iquor and sewage obtained i n May were not 
significantly different for either strain S-6 o r M-6. In June, again, 
no significant difference was found between plaque titers of samples 
of sewage and mixed liquor for strains S-6 and S-7. However, the 
total phage titer of mixed liquor was significa ntly higher than that 
of sewage. Also, the cumulative total of the p l aque assays of the 
three isolates for samples of sewage and mixed l iquor only accounted 
for 3.8% of the total phage count of sewage and 0.2% of the total 
phage count of mixed 1iquor. In July, no phages were present in 
sewage or mixed 1iquor that were active against strain M-6. Also, 
the phage titer in mixed 1iquor active against s train S-7 was 
significantly lower than the titer in sewage. Insufficient data 
were available to make a comparison between the phage titers of 
strain S-6 or the total phage titers for samples of sewage and mixed 
liquor. In August, phage titers of samples of s ewage and mixed 
liquor were not significantly different for strain S-7. However, 
plaque titers against strain M-6 were significantly higher in sewage 
than in mixed liquor. No phages were detected t hat were active 
against strain S-6 in sewage, and only 23 per ml were found in the 
mixed 1iquor. The total phage titer for the mixed liquor was 
significantly higher than that of the sewage, and the cumulative total 
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of the plaque assays against each strain accoun t ed for only 0.005% of 
the total phage concentration of sewage and 0.0006% of that of the 
mi xed 1 i quo r . 
In general, the findings of the plaque assays show that the 
phage ti t er of the sewage flowing into the activated sludge reactor 
is either the same as or greater than the titer in the mixed liquor, 
indicating that phages may be removed by the ac t ivated sludge 
treatment process. However, the total phage as s ays show just the 
opposite trend, that in both June and August the phage titer was 
respectively 15 and 3 times higher in the mixed I iquor than in the 
sewage. This finding shows that there is a net production of phages 
in the mixed 1iquor whereas the phage$ parasitizing the test 
indicator organisms are not contributing to this production. The 
findings also show that the phages active against the three indicator 
bacteria represent only a small fraction of the total phage population 
present in the system. 
Another series of assays were performed to confirm the findings 
of the previous assays and to determine if the phage titers were 
lower in the effluent of the reactor than in the mixed liquor. Both 
plaque and total phage assays were performed on samples of sewage, 
mixed liquor, and effluent obtained in October and December of 1969. 
The samples were clarified by centrifuging at 5,000 x g for 15 
minutes at 3 C and the top two-thirds of the supernatant used for 
both the plaque and total phage assays. The plaque assay was 
performed using the three isolates as described previously, and the 
total phage assay according to the standardized procedure. In 
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October, total phage counts of the samples were made in triplicate 
and in December, in duplicate. The findings of the assays of samples 
obtained in October and December are given in Table 23. The least 
significant difference was calculated for each assay to compare the 
phage titers of sewage, mixed 1 iquor, and effluent. 
In October, plaque titers for strains S-6 and M-6 were 
significantly higher (2.6 and 4.3 times respectively) for sewage than 
for the mixed liquor. Also, the titers for the effluent were similar 
to those found for mixed liquor. No difference was found for phage 
titers of strain S-7 in samples of sewage, mixed 1iquor, or effluent. 
The total phage titer in the mixed liquor was significantly higher 
(5 times) than the titer in sewage. However, the total phage titer 
of the effluent was slightly lower (1 .4 times) than that of the mixed 
liquor but still significantly higher (3.5 times) than that of the 
sewage. In December, the plaque titers of the three strains followed 
the same general trends in sewage, mixed liquor, and effluent as they 
did in the October samples. The total phage titer of the sewage was 
also lower (3.5 times) than that of the mixed liquor, and the titer 
of the effluent was not significantly lower than that of the mixed 
1iquor. 
In general, these findings confirm the findings of the previous 
assays. The specific phage titers are either reduced in the mixed 
liquor or remain unchanged, but the total phage concentration 
increases. Also, in both months the cumulative total of the plaque 
assays for a given sample only accounted for from 0.01 to 0.08% of 
the total phage present. It was also shown that in general the 
Table 23. Total Bacteriophage Counts and Plaque Counts for Samples of Sewage, Activated Sludge 
Mixed Liquor and Reactor Effluent. 
Month of Samp 1 e Type of Indicator Phage Titer per ml. L.S.D,'.' at 
Collection Assay Organism 5% level of 
(1969) Sewage Mixed Liquor Effluent significance 
Plaque*;'t M-6 720 167 130 89 
Plaque S-6 2666 1023 723 520 
-;', ;':;'tOctober Plaque S-7 133 60 70 N.S. F 
Total 
- 1 .87x1o7 9.53x10 7 6 .64x10 7 5. 77x106 
Plaque M-6 283 46 33 119 
Plaque S-6 17423 4533 3083 2031 
December plaque s-7 103 100 83 N.S. F 
Total - 2.24x107 7 .86x10 7 8.4x10 7 2 .25x10 7 
* Least Significant Difference, (L.S.D.) 
** Al 1 values for plaque counts are means of triplicate platings. 
*** Non Significant F test (N.S.F) 
~ 
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specific phage titers and total phage concentration in the mixed 
liquor are not reduced in the effluent. All of these findings show 
that there is a net production of phages in the activated sludge 
reactor. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Although bacteria were of secondary concern in this 
investigation, a major effort was made to isolate those organisms 
which wer~ most numerous in the system. Previous microbial 
ecological analyses of the activated sludge system have failed to 
utilize techniques and procedures that are consistent with a valid 
ecological analysis (see Introduction). During this research an 
operational activated sludge plant, treating domestic waste, was 
the source of al 1 samples, and the fol lowing precautions were taken 
to insure that samples would not change after removal from their 
habitat: during the time between sampling and assaying, samples 
were kept on ice to prevent multiplication of organisms; all 
dilutions of samples were made with a sterile extract of mixed 1iquor 
taken from the reactor; bacteria were cultured on a habitat-simulating 
medium at the mean temperature of the reactor (20 to 25 C). 
Furthermore, the majority of bacteria in activated sludge mixed 
liquor are aggregated into larye clumps, and previous studies have 
paid little attention to clump dispersion prior to making isolations 
of important bacterial components (see Introduction). Consequently, 
it is doubtful that any of the organisms previously isolated are 
indeed major components of the bacterial population. The work 
reported here was the first atte~pt to quantitatively follow clump 
dispersion by visual observation of treated mixed liquor sampl ~s, 
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and to maximize the release of viable eel ls from clur,q..>s. Also, of 
all the 1iterature reviewed, this is the first record of an attempt 
to determine the total cell concentration of Lhe mixed liquor in an 
operational activ~:~d sludge plant. Furthermore, the present findings 
confirm the conclusion of Prakasam and Dondero (40) that a medium 
containing only activated sludge extract cultures the greatest number 
of organisms from the system . Supplementation of the activated sludge 
medium with other nutrients resulted in lower culture counts. 
Consequently, the techniques set forth here for isolating bacteria 
make possible a more meaningful ecological analysis of the bacterial 
component of the activated sludge process than has hitherto been 
possible. 
Viable eel 1 counts obtained for the mixed liquor were 
approximately ten times higher than those recorded by previous 
workers. Prakasam and Dondero (40) recorded viable counts of 
8 81 .5 x 10 to 4.5 x 10 per ml, and Cibulka and Malaney (11) of 
81 .3 x 10 per ml for samples of mixed liquor. Unfortunately, none of 
the investigators made total cell counts of the mixed liquor. 
Therefore, the per cent of the total bacterial population that they 
were culturing can not be determined. In this work 10 to 18% of the 
total cells present were cultured using the standardized procedure 
for isolating dominant aerobic heterotrophic organisms from the mixed 
1iquor. There are probably several reasons why a greater percentage 
was not cultured. First, some of the cells were no doubt dead. 
Second, no attempt was made to isolate autotrophic strains. Third, 
since the origin of many of the bacteria entering the reactor was the 
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human intestine, these organisms are probably a naerobes and could not 
multiply urider the aerobic isolation conditions . Fourth, the optimal 
growth temperature of enteric bacteria is considerably higher than 
the mean temperature of the activated sludge reactor and the 
temperature at which bacteria were isolated. Fi fth, in light of the 
diverse sources of the organisms entering the reactor, it is unlikely 
that a single medium _would support growth of al l of the organisms in 
the reactor. Sixth, isolation of organisms on solid media favored 
growth of those organisms which could spread and form colonies 
(9, p. 167). 
The total phage assay described in this thesis is the first 
assay adapted to direct quantitization of bacte r iophages suspended in 
an unpurified aqueous ecosystem. Unlike the plaque assay, the total 
concentration of phages in a sample of mixed liquor can be determined 
directly without infection of a sensitive host. Thus, the limitations 
of the plaque assay are avoided. 
Sharp 1 s particle sedimentation procedure (45, 46) was the basis 
of the assay that was developed because it was t he best procedure 
available for counting virus particles. The modified sedimentation 
technique developed for counting bacteriophages has several 
advantages over Sharp's technique and techniques requiring the use of 
4
reference particles . First, concentrations as l ow as 10 per ml can 
6 10be assayed whereas at least 10 and 10 partic l es per ml are 
required for detection by the sedimentation assay of Sharp and the 
spr.ay-droplet assay respectively. Second, the procedure is more 
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accurate than Sharp's sedimentation technique o r the spray-droplet 
technique because error involved in the calibration of the electron 
microscope, which lowers the accuracy of these assays, is not a 
factor in the modified technique. Third, the recognition of virus 
particles is not limited by the fixed magnifica t ion of the electron 
microscope as it is in the other techniques. Fourth, the selective 
staining of phage capsids with uranyl acetate makes possible more 
rapid recognition of phage particles than could be obtained by 
shadowcasting. Fifth, the area of a membrane wi thin a grid hole of 
a 200-mesh grid is at least three times as large as the maximum area 
suggested for Sharp's technique; therefore, mor e representative counts 
are obtained. Sixth, a complete assay can be made on three samples 
in duplicate within 9 hours, including 2 hours of sedimentation time. 
This procedure should be readily adaptable to aqueous ecosystems 
other than activated sludge mixed liquor and sewage. In fact, 
preliminary studies have been made of bacteriophage concentrations 
in the bovine rumen using this technique (36). Most likely primary 
clarification of samples prior to sedimentation and time of 
sedimentation should be optimized for each part i cular system. 
An important innovation of this research was the use of bacteria 
isolated from the activated sludge system to as say for specific 
phages in the same system. Previous workers used coliform orgqnisms, 
not isolated from the same system, to measure phage titers in the 
activated sludge reactor influent and effluent (25, 40, 53). In each 
case they found the concentration of phages in t he effluent to be 
lower than that of the sewage. In general, the same trend was found 
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in this research. Six of the plaque assays revealed a significantly 
higher phage titer for the sewage than for the mixed 1iquor. 
However, seven other assays revealed that there was no significant 
difference between the phage titers for mixed l i quor and sewage, and 
one of the isolates had more phages in the mixed 1iquor than in the 
sewage. Two of the sensitive strains (M-6 and S-6) consi s tently gave 
significantly lower plaque counts for the effluent than for the 
sewage. However, plaque counts for strain S-7 were not significantly 
different for samples of sewage, mixed liquor, and effluent taken 
in October and December. It was also observed that the phage titers 
for each indicator organism changed from month to month . These 
fluctuations in phage titers within the system and from month to 
month may be caused by changes in the growth conditions within the 
reactor. If conditions support growth of the host organisms, phage 
titers should increase or remain unchanged; otherwise, the pha ge will 
probably be removed by the system. 
This was the first time a total phage assay had been used to 
measure the concentration of phages in sewage, mixed liquor, and 
reactor effluent. Contrary to the findings of the plaque assays, the 
total phage concentration of the aqueous phase of the mixed liquor 
was found to be approximately five times higher than that of the 
inflowing sewage. Also, the total phage concent ration of the effluent 
was not significantly different from that of the mixed 1iquor on one 
occasion and only slightly lower on another, but in both cases, the 
total phage concentration of the effluent was si gnificantly higher 
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than that of the inflowing sewage. These findi ngs clearly indicate 
that there is a net production of phages in the reactor. 
Also, the sum total of the plaque counts never accounted for 
more than 0.05%of the total phage concentration of a given sample 
of sewage, mixed 1iquor, or effluent. Therefore, changes occurring 
in the population of the specific phages active against indicator 
organisms would not be reflected in the total phage concentration. 
Furthermore, because other workers reported plaque counts of 
one-tenth or less of those found in this work, it is do~btful that 
the changes they observed actually reflected the changes occurring 
in the total phage population. 
Because the sensitive bacterial hosts isolated from the system 
can only account for, at best, 0.05% of the phages present in the 
system, the question remains as to what organisms are responsible for 
the majority of the phage production in the system. The organisms 
which were isolated represented the dominant strains present in three 
segments of the system: the inflowing sewage; t he total bacter i al 
population of the mixed liquor, both clumped and nonclumped cells; 
and the nonclumped bacterial population of the mixed liquor. Two 
of the three strains found to be sensitive hosts were isolated from 
sewage and one from the nonclumped population of the mixed 1iquor. 
It is doubtful that the organisms isolated from sewage could reach 
a relatively high concentration in the mixed liquor because of the 
selective growth conditions of the reactor (40) . Also, it is difficult 
to determine the fraction of the bacterial popu l ation to which the 
host isolated from mixed 1iquor belongs. It may be an organism 
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comprising a major portion of the floe but which had not reached the 
stage of growth favoring flocculation (30, p. 218), or it may be a 
sewage organism persisting in the mixed liquor . However, the fact 
that no sensitive hosts could be isolated from samples of mixed 1iquor 
in which clumped bacteria had been dispersed and serially diluted 
suggests that the predominant organisms in the reactor are not 
responsible for phage production. 
The above findings indicate that the organisms responsible for 
phage production are minor components of the sys t em. Also, the fact 
that a wide variety of phage morphologies were observed in a single 
sample indicates that many different organisms are producing phages. 
If a few of the dominant organisms were responsible for the phage 
production, only a few phage morphologies would be expected to 
predominate. Several bacterial hosts persisting in concentrations 
of 106 or 107 per ml could easily account for the level of total 
phage concentrations in the reactor. However, it would require 
several hundred bacterial hosts producing phages at the same level 
of the isolates to account for the concentrations of phages found 
in the reactor. 
The techniques used for isolation of bacteria from blended 
samples of mixed 1iquor made possible isolation of predominant 
bacteria when isolations were made from plates of the highest dilution 
6giving growth. However, organisms which appeared on the 10 or 107 
plates may be important constituents of the reactor, but the number 
of colonies (100 to 1,000) per plate made them difficult to isolate. 
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Therefore, in future work it may be wise to search for phage hosts 
among bacteria that are present in low numbers and not just those 
that are predominant in the system. 
In general, the findings of this research show that a net 
production of bacteriophages occurs in the activated sludge reactor 
and that their concentrations in the aqueous phase are at least 
79.5 x 10 per ml. It was also found that the bacteria responsible 
for phage production are not the predominant organisms in the 
system. 
The findings of this research are in keepin9 with the 
hypothesis that phages may act to prevent their host organisms from 
predominating in a mixed microbial system. When growth conditions 
favor multiplication of a host, phage production also increases. 
Consequently, as the phage titer increases more bacterial cells are 
infected, and the increase of the bacterial population is checked, 
thereby preventing the host from predominating. As a result, a 
greater variety of bacterial types are forced to exist at relatively 
low concentrations. If they were allowed to predominate when 
conditions favored their growth, they would no doubt utilize the 
existing energy supplies, and other organisms which could not compete 
would be eliminated from the system. As a result, only a few species 
of bacteria would persist in a system. Because the nature of waste 
entering the activated sludge system continually changes, phages 
may increase the efficiency of the process by maintaining a diversity 
of bacterial types so that organisms are always present to degrade 
the particular waste entering the reactor. This control of bacterial 
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populations may also occur in other open microbial systems similar 
to that of the activated sludge system, such as polluted streams 
or the rumen of animals. 
Further work should be conducted to determine the bacterial 
strains responsible for prod~ction of phages in the system, the 
portion of the bacterial population they represent, and to determine 
what relations exist between the operating efficiency of an 
activated sludge plant and the total concentration of phages in 
the system. 
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ABSTRACT 
An ecological study was made of bacteriophages in an operational 
activated sludge sewage treatment plant. 
Optimal dispersion of aggregated bacteria in samples of activated 
sludge mixed liquor was achieved by blending for 33 minutes with a 
Sorvall Omni-Mixer Homogenizer operated at max imum speed. Maximum 
culture counts from blended samples were obtained on a medium 
containing an extract of activated sludge mixed liquor. Viable cell 
9counts for the mixed liquor were as high as 3. 4 x 10 per ml. The 
total cell concentration of the mixed liquor was approximately 
102.0 x 10 cells per ml. At best the activated sludge extract 
cultured 18% of the total cells present. 
Predominant bacteria were isolated from sewage and mixed liquor 
and tested for sensitivity to phages in the same samples from which 
they had been isolated. Of the 48 bacterial cultures isolated, two 
isolated from sewage and one from the supernata nt of settled mixed 
liquor were phage hosts. None of the predomina nt bacteria isolated 
from dispersed mixed 1iquor were sensitive to phages. 
Samples of sewage, mixed liquor, and reac t or effluent were 
assayed to determine both phage titers active against each of the 
bacterial hosts and total phage concentrat ions . Total phage counts 
were made by the particle sedimentation techni que for counting 
viruses which was modified and standardized fo r counting 
132 
bacteriophages in the aqueous phase of the syst em . Specific phage 
titers for sewage were generally the same as or hi gher than titers 
for mixed 1iquor , and no difference was found between the titers for 
mixed 1iquor and reactor effluent. Total phage concentrations of 
the mixed liquor and reactor effluent were cons i stently higher th~n 
the concentrations in sewage entering the plant . The highest titers 
for phages active against a sensitive bacterial host for sewage and 
4 4
mixed liquor were 1 .7 x 10 per ml and 4.5 x 10 per ml 
respectively; total phage concentrations of the same samples were 
2.24 x 107 per ml a nd 7.86 x 107 per ml respect i vely. 
It was concluded that a net production of bacteriophages 
occurs in the activated sludge reactor, that the total phage 
concentration in the mixed liquor is at least 9.5 x 107 per ml, 
and that predominant bacteria in the mixed liquor are not responsible 
for the production of phages. 
